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attention UOP students: Beer (not) for sale
\np alcohol policy
\pr review

Students support
alcohol sale at
Tiger Grocery

SHEEHAN
[icifican guest writer
The UOP Alcohol Policy Review
bmmittee will be meeting soon to
Icommend a ban for communal conliners, better known as kegs.
The present policy has been in
ect since December 6, 1988, but
ery year the committee meets to realuate the current policy. This year
; committee will be recommendi change, and from there the recnendation will be sent to the vice
esident and the Board of Regents
r approval.
The Board is recommending to
1 UOP of all communal containers,
kegs. Because national fratemii are not allowed to use commucontainers, only two organizans would be affected, those being
chania and Omega Phi Alpha.
"The main causes for the removal

KELLY CAMPBELL
Pacifican guest writer

Tiger Grocery does not sell alcohol,
of the communal containers are in
surance costs and health issues," said
Rick Morat, Director of Student Life.

Scott Kaufmann
Many students though, are con
cerned that this change may be the
See dry campus page 2

Archania qroovin' to 'Risky Business'

Mike heads towards the door of his
apartment as his roommate Terry yells
out,
"Where are you going?"
"To Tiger Grocery."
"Hey! While you're there, pick me
up a case of Bud and a bottle of Stoli,'
yells Terry.
"No problem," Mike says, "I'll put
it on my bonus."
Many students, ages 21 and older,
wish it were this convenient to pur
chase their alcohol. After all, U.O.P. has
a wet campus policy (meaning students
of legal age are allowed to be in posses
sion of alcohol on campus) so why not
sell liquor on campus?
"I think it would be good for stu
dents because they wouldn't have to
drive and the school could make
money off of it. It's a win-win situa
tion," said senior, Paul Barbieri.
Senior, Heather Davidson agreed.
"It would financially benefit the school.
If students are going to spend money
on alcohol why not have the proceeds
go back to benefit us," she said.
"The sales of alcohol on campus
would eliminate 90 percent of the
D.U.I.'s on Country Club," said Jody
Pearson of Delta Gamma.
Rick Morat, Director of Student
Activities, disagrees and argues campus
sales might make drinking and driving
statistics worse.
"If you reduce access to alcohol,
you reduce hazardous situations," he
said. "When consumption goes up
you'll have more drinking and driving
issues. Location is secondary."
Others also express reservations to
sales stating the amount of alcohol
consumed by underage drinkers would
increase.
•
"There are so many alcohol related >problems on campus anyway. U.O.P.
doesn't need to be responsible for
more," said sophomore Tiffany
Campbell.
Meg Lamb from Delta Gamma

(
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yjicer. week story see page 5.
See alcohol page 8
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Pacifican changes policy, seeks
new editor-in-chief for Spring 97
THE PACIFICAN

The Pacifican has begun a search
for a new editor-in-chief and business
manager, effective Spring 1997, due
to a revision in its rules, that is de
signed to promote greater continu
ity on the staff.
The change, proposed by cur
rent Editor-in-ChiefJanell Bauer, calls
for the top editor and business man
ager to begin serving a one-year term
in the spring semester, then complete
it the following fall.
" This is the system that'sused
by sororities and it works well. The
old editor and business manager will
still be on campus in the Spring to
give advice, and most of the other
editors will remain in place and pro
vide some continuity," said Bauer,
who is a senior and will not seek an
other term.

Dry Campus
continued from page 1

start to more drastic changes in the
future.
" These changes could be the be
ginning steps toward a dry campus,"
said Joelle Forte, a UOP senior.
Many students affiliated with
both houses do not see the need for
change knowing that students will
still continue to drink. A long stand
ing UOP tradition will come to an
end if the University committee ap
proves the plan in question.
"Ridding UOP of kegs will pro
mote drinking and driving," said
Brian Basye. Also, students are con
cerned with the increase in off cam
pus drinking and in effect promot
ing drinking and driving.

"Then in the next fall, the
new editor-in-chief has a real chance
to put his or her mark on the newspa
per, because they'll be fully trained
themselves and they can train a new
set of section editors," she said.
The Pacifican Publication
Board, which oversees the students
newspaper, approved the change at its
Oct. 25 meeting. The boardurged stu
dents interested in both positions to
fill out an application in the Pacifican
office, located on the third floor of
Hand Hall.
Both positions are paid a
weekly stipend and the editor in chief
can receive academic credit through
a Print Practicum in the Communi
cation Department. Applicants must
have at least two semesters left before
graduation.
"Recent Pacifican editors have
come from a variety of majors: En

Students and faculty continue to
discuss the list of 61 academic pro
grams that are being reviewed for
possible termination next fall. Here,
Provost Philip Gilbertson addresses
the frequently asked questions about
the subject of program review and
what it means to the students.
Q. What is the objective of program
review?
A. The ultimate objective is to
strengthen the university. It has be
come obvious that for many years the
university has begun offering pro
grams and majors in response to re
quests without a clear sense of pri
orities. The university has recently
revised its mission statement, devel
oped a vision statement, and will
soon consider five to seven major pri

Communication Department, faculty

adviser to the newspaper. "We want
to urge students who enjoy writing
or graphic design, have an interest in
the mass media, or have some back
ground with publications like a high
school newspaper or yearbook to
consider applying."
The application period ends
Dec. 6, and the Pub Board is sched
uled to select a new editor Dec. 13.
Interested students also can try work
ing at The Pacifican over the next six
weeks, see if they enjoy it, then de
cide whether to apply.
The newspaper has scheduled an
Open House on Election Night, Tues
day Nov. 5, for students to meet cur
rent staff members, enjoy free pizza
and watch the election returns.

:IFI<
Weekly news for the UOP community
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Fraternities such as SAE are forced
to drink at off campus restaurants and
bars and are faced with the dilemma
of getting home at the end of the
night. If this new change goes into
effect, there will be over 100 more
students out on the streets of Stock
ton at night. Students feel safe with
the current policy and find it comfort
ing to know that at the end of a night
of drinking, one can simply walk a
matter of yards to their home. Stu
dents do not know how parents of stu
dents will feel knowing that their chil
dren will get into a car and drive
throughout Stockton while drinking.
It is a known fact that students at UOP
drink and will continue throughout
the years to come. The school is re
sponsible for making UOP a safe en

Program review: Q & A
THE PACIFICAN

glish, political science, communica
tion," said Dr. James Simon of the

The Pacifican

orities for the next five years. In
today's marketplace it is imperative
that the university limit its programs
to those areas that we can do very well
and eliminate, strengthen or reorga
nize those programs that we can't.
Q. How are the areas for academic
review being determined? Who is mak
ing the decisions about what academic
programs are being reviewed?
A. On October 17, 1996 I pro
posed a preliminary list of academic
programs to be reviewed. This list will
be refined by input from the schools,
Academic Affairs Committee, the Aca
demic Council, the ASUOP Senate and
others on campus. Then a revised list
of programs will be announce by the
president onNovember 8,1996. These
programs will work with faculty pro-

See Q & A page 9

vironment for the incoming fresh
men.
Rick Morat, Director of Student
Eife said, "Students will drink less if
drinking from cans andbottles rather
than communal containers." He was
also concerned with the reality of
tracing the alcohol back to the source
in the case of an accident. There
seems to be some legal litigation at
hand as well. If an accident or trag
edy affiliated with alcohol did occur,
an entire group would not be respon
sible, but an individual. These issues
have not been an overwhelming
problem in the past 8 years of the
existence of the current policy, why
are they now?

CORRECTION

Due to editing problems,
a quote was left out of the
recycling article in last
week's issue.
Paragraph 8 should have
read:
"A majority of the resi
dence halls have signed on
to join in on the recycling
program with the school,"
said Residential Housing As
sociation representative
Russell Marzette.
"Recycling is a money
maker for some dorms be
cause it generates revenue
that is contributed to each
hall," said Marzette.
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Homecoming Queen Maria Francois ami King Clnise Haag

Fall festival: Lots of fun, but football missed

°nUA DEJEU
focifican staff writer

B,.|„I5-JacJcson Five- Madonna. Jim
h'and the Sacred Hearts. Food,
first' falf rgames were what Pacific's
t,. ->, 1 l est'val on Saturday, Octo26 was all about.
tics i nH^ W3S 3 Wide variety of acti vi1 < nd entertainment for all ages.
°f the m
'^e stuclent booths, one
booth « Unique was the wedding
^erica/fr"^ by the African
VatioS , Student Union and the
AndvTh'ety °f B'ack EnSineersJasPreet R
man' sophomore, and
a
e
were mir '!? .S' also a soPhomore,
Sty'C for S7' as
°PPosed to'er
u
f°ru5 °f
" %'t style fo°v?Th
r|ncs a
|
They received two
,hegroom ,CC!i b°W tie' and sash for
bride * ,a veil and boucluet f°r
Country nr p, ce of R&B- Gospel,
P)ayed as rh assica' wedding music
and a livpi^ Wa'ked down the aisle
^everend" \Tay,dience watched as
3 sh°rt

ceremonyVilliamS conducted

The couple took their vows and
promised to love one another even
through the most annoying of times.
Finally, the groom kissed the bride
and they had their picture taken in
front of the wedding arch.
To make it official, the couple
signed a marriage cer
tificate and the ceremony was followed
by a short reception
where cupcakes were
served. "And we lived
happily ever after,"
said Thurman.
The stage, how
ever, was the main at
traction, with lip sync
stars like the Jackson Five, the
Bangles, Milli Vinilli, and UOF's own
Phi Mu Alpha. The Greek lip sync
contests and dance performances pro
vided entertainment at the beginning
of the festival. Pi Kappa Alpha, with
their Jackson Five routine, took first
for the fraternity lip sync contest, and,
with a medley of performances, Delta
Gamma took first for the sororities'

contest. Phi Mu Alpha, performed a
series of songs and the Jazz Band took
over with a performance of their
own.
Chase Haag, of Pi Kappa Alpha,
and Maria Francois of Kappa Alpha
Theta were crowned Fall Festival's
King and Queen.
Francois said she
was "shocked, but
excited" upon being
crowned. "I was
very honored and
impressed with the
support I received.
People I didn't even
know came up to
wish me luck or con
gratulate me."
After the crowning, people
started taking seats on the lawn to
hear Jim Belushi and the Sacred
Hearts. Belushi opened with "Don't
you want to go..." and the crowd got
right into it. There were people danc
ing, clapping, and enjoying his up
beat blues music.
Jerry Dugan, a UOP student,

For more Greek
Week news, See
page 5

"loved the band" and other than the
fact that it was "too bloody windy"
he thought the festival was "pretty
cool."
While all this was going on, there
were children eagerly waiting in line
to jump in the Shark House, an in
flatable house similar to a trampoline;
to get a run on the Fly Wall, where
they ran and jumped on a Velcro wall;
or the Human Orbitron, where they
turned round and round in a giant
wheel.
Others, hungry from the excite
ment, were buying food from one of
the various vendors. A vendor from
Eddie's Pizza Cafe said, "it was too
much like all the other festivals. We
need to make it unique for Pacific."
It was "great, but sad," said
Roland Rutland of the African Ameri
can Student Union. "We were there
because we didn't have a football
game." Sarah Levantine, freshman,
said the "entertainment was good,
but we should bring the football team
back."

News

The

Pacifican

UOP students predict Tuesday s winner: Clinton
I

DERK PIPPIN
Pacifican staff writer
While UOP spent Saturday im
mersed in the Fall Festival at Stagg
stadium, Republican Presidential
hopeful Bob Dole rallied support for
his campaign on a day-long whistle
stop bus tour across California's Cen
tral Valley.
Fewer UOP students were at
Stockton's Metropolitan airport than
had come two weeks earlier to see
Dole's running mate, Jack Kemp, de
spite the overall crowd being much
larger.
The lack of students at the GOP
event paralleled the findings of an
informal survey of UOP students on
the Stockton campus which showed
support for Dole well below that of
President Clinton.
"I'm voting for the Democratic
Party," said UOP's Emily Curren, "I
don't want the Republican's to take
over the whole world."
Her comments stirred laughter
from sisters and eavesdroppers as
they painted pumpkins in the
McCaffery Center on Monday, but
her point was shared.
"I'm voting for Bill Clinton be-

Republican candidate Bob Dole rallies the faithful in Stockton

cause he's not Bob Dole," said David
Childs, a senior in Mathematics.
But Dole has some support on
campus,
"Bob Dole is the only candidate
who understands what we need to
do in the future," said Tom, a UOP
student, who declined to give The
Pacifican his last name.

UOP senior Laura Ochoa is vot
ing for Clinton on Tuesday, "because
I don't want to vote for Dole... and I
don't want a third party because that
would ruffle all the feathers."
Not everyone at UOP is commit
ted to a candidate,
"I'm still undecided but I'll prob
ably vote for Clinton," said Elaine

News in Brief

Humphreys College

University Extension offers GRE,
LSAT preparation workshops
University Extension, UC Davis,
offers graduate and professional
school entrance exam preparation
workshops this fall.
GRE Preparation Workshop, Tues
days and Thursdays, October 29, No
vember 5, 7, 12, and 14, 6-9 p.m., and
Saturdays, November 2 and 16,9 a.m.2 p.m., in Sacramento. This program
prepares students for the December
14, 1996 exam. The $290 fee includes
course materials.
I.SAT Review Workshop, Tuesdays
and Thursdays, October 29, Novem
ber 5, 7,12 and 14, 6-9 p.m., and Sat
urdays, November 2, 9 and 16, 9 a.m.
- 1 p.m., in Davis. The $290 fee in
cludes fee materials.
Course fees can be paid by check,
Visa, MasterCard, or Discover, or can
be billed if a company purchase order
is sent. To request more information
or to enroll, call (800) 752-0881.
The Bishop Miller lecture commit
tee and the School of International
Studies present the Fall 1996 Bishop
and Mrs. George A. Miller lecture,
"Latin America from the Oval Office"
by Dr. Richard Feinberg, President
Clinton's former advisor on Latin
American Affairs. It will be held on
Tuesday, November 12, 1996 at 7:30
p.m. in the Bechtel Center.

LSAT Prep Class

Sign-ups for January Terni
1997 Continue

Students, faculty, staff, and com
munity members may continue to reg
ister for the January Term through Fri
day, December 20.
As of now, Mentor III is the only
course that is closed. Space remains
in the following general education
courses:
II-A: ENGL 25: Science Fiction
ENGL 51: Major American
Authors I
ENGL 154: Modern American
Novel
II-B: PHIL 21: Moral Problems
POLS 31: American Democ
racy
I-C:GEOG 116: Western Europe
III-C: BIOL 22: Human Biology
and Medicine
BIOL 82: Human Physiology
GEOL 84: Environmental Ge
ology
SPTS 41: Heart, Exercise and
Nutrition
Fees range from $75 for courses
offering one extended education unit
to $930 for a three-unit academic
course. Lab and text fees may not be
included. To register or for more in
formation, contact UOP's Office of
Lifelong Learning, McConchie Hall,
(209) 946-2424.

Gabrielle. who studies
Gabrielle,
studie: across the river
at the pharmacy school. "My family
votes together," she added. "We'll
probably all vote for Clinton."
Some students at UOP facing the
same electoral question have been
forced to be creative in their think
ing,
"I'm voting for Mickey Mouse,"
said Michelle Brown in the business
school, "Because I don't like Dole."
And what about Perot?
"No thanks, that guy's a five-step
per."
Friend, Kim Beachy, summed it
up,
"I would never want to be the
President of the United States. Are
you crazy?," adding, "Poor Clinton
he's damned if he does and damned
if he doesn't."
Those who did make it to Spanos
Jet Center had to wait through a bomb
scare, and stand in lines for up to four
hours before getting a glimpse at what
they think will be the next president.
Delta college student Belin Macia
came to the rally to protest Dole's sup
port of proposition 209. "I'm on a
hunger strike against proposition 209
and its a proposition that Bob Dole is
for," she said "So I want to let him
know I'm not for it and not for him."

WHAT YOU WILL
RECEIVE WITH OUR COURSE:
Complete Coursebook including lessons and homework in the form of
practice tests with explanations. This will help you apply the skills and
techniques taught in class.
2.

Two full length released l.SATs.

3.

Computer analysis of performance on released Diagnostic Tests 1 and 2,
pinpointing strengths and weaknesses. This information should help you
focus your study time.
America Online computer software which will enable you to access Kaplan

4.

Online containing a practice LSAT with numerous analysis functions.

Dates/Times: Saturdays, October 26 and November 2,9,16,23, and
30 at 9:00 a.m. until 1:00 p.m.
Cost:

$275.00 pre-paid (no college credit)
— compare to others costing $700.00+!

It's not too late to enroll. Walk ins welcome on the day of class.

Call now to reserve
your seat in class!
6650 Inglewood Ave @ Ben. Holt Dr.
Stockton, CA 95207 209-478-0800
OF bc
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Delta

Gamma, Archania sweep Greek Week

'Ci i y
V CAMPBELL
KELL

Pacifican guest writer
Kr I

Would you do somersaults on a
muddy field with painted dolphins,
ask locals for their canned food, dress
up as Milli Vanilli, or get on stage in
nothing more than a pair of tighty
whities, sunglasses and some "OldTime Rock and Roll?"
Maybe not, but UOP's enthusias
tic Greeks were more than happy to
get a little crazy as they competed to
win the annual Greek Week compe
tition and a $200 gift certificate to
Guidi's.
There was a lot more participa
tion this year than in the past. With
the addition of two new events, (foot
ball and chariot races) more prepara
tion was involved, said Co- Greek
Council President Carolyn Mair.
The competition ran neck and
neck, but by the end of the week two
| houses had sprinted past the rest and
risen to the top. The 1996 Greek
Week winners are Delta Gamma and
Archania.
"Our house set out to win before
Greek Week even started," said Sh

annnn
r\_i. Gamma.
«
annon HaimVi
Haugh from Delta
'When you do something 110
percent your final outcome will al
ways be rewarded," said Nick Wells
president of Archania.
"It was cool the house could pull
together to win, and now we've got
$200 dollars to go party at Guidi's "
said Ryan Price of Archania.
The competition began last Mon
day as houses displayed their indi
vidual creativity in the colorful ban
ners that covered the McCaffrey Cen
ter announcing the arrival of Greek
Week.
On Tuesday sorority women put
on their sweats, rolled up their sleeves
and hit Brookside field for powder
puff football. School spirit began to
gain momentum as fraternities
cheered them on. Many girls who
thought they were in good shape
found they could hardly move the
next morning as they compared their
cuts and bruises.
Shopping carts and bicycles tied
together doubled for chariots in
Wednesday's races, and later that
evening motivational speaker and

• «

SAE crashes

in the chariot race

Scott Kaufmann

UOP alumni, Will Keim,
spoke about important
issues concerning col
lege students especially
those involved in the
greek system.
Thursday's obstacle
course and tug of war
competitions were fol
lowed by an all-Greek
party at the Graduate,
and on Friday volleyball
games dominated the
Quad courts in late after
noon.
This year's canned
food drive was a huge
success. Greeks from all
houses gave a total of
4,356 cans that will be
donated to the Stockton
Food Bank for the needy
this Thanksgiving.
The final event took
place on Saturday at the
Fall Festival as the frater
nities and sororities en
tertained fellow students,
family, and alumni with
the lip sync contest.
AKL started the show
with lip sync professionals Milii
Vanilli, and Pike's imitation of the
Jackson 5 continued to get the crowd
pumped up. Laughter filled the sta
dium when SAE started "Hangin'
Tough" as The New Kids on the Block,
but when Archania's pants dropped
for some "Risky Business" the crowd
went wild.
Delta Delta Delta's jazzy rendi
tion of "Ease on Down the Road" set
a tough pace to follow, and Kappa Al
pha Theta girls definitely knew how
to get the attention of the "Big Spend
ers," but Delta Gamma proved that
"They Got the Beat" with their trib
ute to the 80's.

Overall, Creek
students were
enthusiastic and said
they had a great
time.
"I thought Greek Week was pro
fessionally done. Everybody pulled
together and there were no bad vibes
between the houses. It was a unified
competition and it was fun," said
Shane Dunn of AKL.

Valley Brewing
Company

WISH
"

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 30 • 7:30PM

ARCO ARENA

i
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. AUrSf^S t^SSLS"™* "NCLUWNG TOWER RECORDS, THE WHEREHOUSE. AND GOTTSCHALK S. VISA, MC

ACCEPTEO

SERVICE CKARGE- A* TICKET UUFT PER CUSTOMER. FOR MORE INFORMATION. CALL 816-628-0900
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BIIL GRAHAM PRESENTS

UOP NIGHT

Every Thursday 7:00-11:00

:
•

Home Of The

* Live Music 8:00 to 11:00

99c Happy

no cover charge

* UOP Discounts 7:00 to 11:00

(up to a $6.95 value)

$5.50 Pitchers
Food Specials
Bring College I D.

Monday:
Buffalo wings • $1.50 Draft Beers

Tuesday:

* Open 7 days a week
Mon-Thurs 11:30 to 11:00
Fri-Sat 11:30 to 12:00

* Sunday Champagne Brunch
10:00 to 2:00

157 W.Adams
948-ALES
Just off Pacific Ave on the Miracle Mile,
Behind Baskin Robbins

Hour

I'eel & Eat Shrimp • $1.50 Margaritas

Wednesday:

t

ried Calamari • $1.50 Vodka Coolers

Thursday:

Pasta & Garlic Bread • $1.50 Mai Tais

Friday:

Shrimp Cocktails • $1SO Long Island Iced Tea !

3409 Brookside • 952-3825
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The 1996 Elections: Vote with knowledge
TAMI CONDON
ASUOP Legislative Affairs
Commissioner
It's that time again! Time to
elect the President that will lead
us into the 21st century and to
vote directly for California laws.
Hopefully this article will help
with both of these feats. The views
of the two Presidential front run
ners, Bill Clinton and Bob Dole, are
briefly outlined. Then, since most
of UOP's students are registered in
California, it will be helpful to ex
plain the sometimes nasty, confus
ing, and incomprehensible lan
guage of California's initiatives.
California uses initiatives as a
type of direct democracy, meaning
that the people vote directly for
the laws. In other words, the State
Legislature is bypassed with the
initiative process, which may be
encouraging news to those whc
distrust our friendly legislators up
in Sacramento. A majority vote by
the people is needed forffteinitia
tives to become law (as long as
they are not deemed unconstitu
tional by the Supreme Court).
The following summaries wi?
Ik' helpful for voting in this year's
election. Included is what a "no"
vote means, and what a "yes" vote
means for the initiatives. They are
simplified as much as possible, but
if they are still confusing, no wor
ries. The California Ballot Pam
phlet from the Secretary of State
has additional information about
the measures. Also, the September
issue of the California Journal was
an excellent resource when prepar
ing the summaries. Due to space
limitations, the fiscal impact of
these measures on the state are not
included. However, they are wor
thy of review.
Many of the initiatives were
written to confuse voters so the
authors can get their propositions
passed (oh, the joys of direct de
mocracy), so there is no reason to
be discouraged if they are still hard
to understand. Furthermore, al
though many initiatives are very
similar to each other, there are of
ten slight differences. To be on the
safe side, vote "no" (or abstain
from voting on that initiative) if
an initiative is too difficult to un
derstand. Once an initiative be
comes a law, it is very difficult to
change or revoke it in the future.

Presidential Candidates
Bill Clinton — Democrat
Abortion: Pro-choice; be

lieves in the woman's right to
choose and believes partial birth
abortions are justifiable in extreme
situations.
Affirmative Action: supports
affirmative action, but realizes
there are flaws and is against quo
tas.
Community Service: created
Americorps, a community service
program, which enables students
to earn money for college or to pay
back student loans.
Crime: supports the death
penalty and "three-strikes-you're
out," in which felons who have
committed three crimes are sen
tenced to lifetime imprisonment;
signed the Brady bill, which insti
tuted a five-day waiting period for
the purchase of hand-gyns dujjng
background checks,||j(|>o®W:
al gun-buyers are <J|tddcted;
ned the 1994 entt0m\ wh ich
11 add 100,600 pdlM§aeii to
" munities. '
The Environment: tends to
veto Republican bills that are "en
vironmentally unfriendly;" op
posed the Republican's plan to dis-

•

f

tion Agency, the Clean Water Act,
and the Endangered Species Act,
Gays and Lesbians: advocates
homosexual rights and initiatives;
supported the "Don't Ask, Don't
Tell" policy in the military (where
it would not be known if those in
the military are gay); advocates
The Defense of Marriage Act, in
which states do not have to recoglealth Care:
supports
^ebaum-Kennedy bill, which
Id allow employees to keep
their health insurance when
changing jobs and would not al
low insurance companies to dis
criminate against people who have
existing medical conditions.
Student Loans: instituted
Americorps (see Community Ser
vice); has made direct loans avail
able, where students borrow di
rectly from the government; has
proposed a $1,500 tax credit for
students to help pay for the first
two years of college.
Tobacco: supports heavier
regulation of the industry; believes
tobacco is addictive.

Bob Dole — Republican

Abortion: Pro-Life, supported
a constitutional amendment that
would prohibit abortions except
for cases when the mother's life is
in danger or when rape or incest

has occurred; advocates overturn
ing Roe vs. Wade.
Affirmative Action: opposes
any system that allows preferen
tial treatment to take place in fed
eral hiring; supports the California
Civil Rights Initiative.
Community Service: believes
that volunteering is important, but
denounces the use of taxpayers
money to pay for service programs;
supports funding of programs tar
geted to fight poverty (he wants
to give block grants to states,
which are chunks of money given
to states to distribute as they see
fit in order to accomplish a goal
outlined by the federal govern
ment).
Crime: against Clinton's crime
bill, supported the unsuccessful at
tempt to $mfu0Ahe ban on assault-weanmis: believes Clinton is

too

te.

not i
an environ ital advocate;
Jleves that en1 roiimental ret
tions reduce
of Amefi'
opening up
i. EnVifom

Tmc

Gays and Lesbians: Co s
sored The Defense of Marriage
defined marriage as a hetero
union; does not support legal
ual marria|
ognition of h
pating in tl
opposes gays
ves of ga?
military; dis
adopting chit
pports tax-free
Health C,
unts (citizens
savin;
vings accounts
can set ap s|
rses, which will
for medical pti
not be taxed).
believes priStudent L
vate loans should be guaranteed
for students, and the government
should not be involved.
Tobacco: believes that tobacco
may not be an addictive drug; has
received financial support from the
industry.
*Adapted from the magazine
Link, August-September issue.

The Initiatives:

Affirmative Action
Proposition 209
Summary: If this proposition
passes, discrimination or preferen
tial treatment based on sex, race,
color, ethnicity, or national origin
will be prohibited in public em
ployment, education, and con
tracting. In effect, affirmative ac
tion will be eliminated.
Yes: Affirmative action pro
grams, run by state or local gov-

IT

ernments, for women and minorl1
ties in public employment, ecM 0
tion, and contracting would
r, 1 <»v* < n i ton
eliminated
10#)
No: State and local
ment affirmative action
would remain as long as they a;
lawful under the U.S. Constitution

Bond issues

Note: Bonds are essential N®
loans from individuals to the gov. ayin
ernment. Individuals can bu, sod
bonds from the government, ant iaflf
in the future, the government wi| |fe
pay the individual back within P"
terest. Bonds are generally usedto
pay for specific projects, such £
those outlined in the propositions
below. A "yes" vote for these
propositions means that the gov
ernment will issue bonds for the Ofltf
specific project. A "no" vote no!
means the bonds will not be issuea
to pay for the project.
Proposition 204
Summary: This proposition^
locates $995 million in bondstoa
variety of water projects. The
money will go to state and local ff
agencies for ecosystem restoration
and Bay-Delta improvement,
waste-water treatment, water con
servation water supply, protection b
of fish and wildlife, and flood con
trol programs. The program w
cost up to $71 million per year. It
Proposition 205
Summary; This propositions!
locates $700 in bonds to funds to
for conMrtiction, renovation
remodellqiiSmd replacement oli|
ind adult correction
fe program will costup
llion dollars per year
Proposition 206
Summary: This act would pi®
vide bonds totaling $400 milli°n
dollars to pay for farm and hoi®
aid for California veterans. T e
program will cost up to $28 m"'
lion per year.

Tort Reforms

Proposition 211
Summary: This proposit'0
prohibits legislative restrictions®
attorney fees. Current law pro®1
its deceptive conduct by any J
son directly involved in secun1
transactions resulting in loss to
tirement funds or savings. 1
proposition expands current la^
holding entire companies; liable
I- »
fraudulent transactions. ft *
imposes civil liability and pun'1
damages.
(
Yes: An individual could

he 1996 Elections: Vote with knowledge
would be set at $200,000 for As
sembly races, $400,000 for Senate
races, $2 million for statewide
races, and $8 million for the gu
bernatorial race. Lobbyists would
not be allowed to give campaign
contributions.
Yes: The limitations on cam
paign funding and spending
would be imposed.
No: Limitations on individual
campaign contributionWould not
be imposed (there are afflfently no
limitations on individuaShtributions for California stamKgapgj
There would not be limitatiOTTs om
the amount of money that candi-!
dates spend on state election^
Propo5if/oHgg|||.
...... m w
Summary:
the ban on caruljjE
gifts and.jhoqtprariaWwouId place
limits on campaigaamtribtitions.
Contributors would be limited to
donating $100 in state
$100 in other campaigns. Spellpj
ing Milts would be imposedlj
spenling limits for general eleclions would be $150,000 for State
Ib.semblv. $235,000 for State Sen.aty, $1.75 million for statewide offires (such as the U.S. Senate and
the U.S. House of Representatives),
and $5 million for Governor. Lobfmsts would be prohibited from
Hmtributing to campaigns. Out of
district contributions would dgf
limited to 25% of the total contjft(lltions.

level, the minimum wage will be
increased to $4.75 in 1996 and
$5.15 in 1998.

HMO Regulation

Proposition 214
Summary: This is a compre
hensive proposal regulating health
care. The initiative states that
health care professionals must not
be discouraged from informing
patients or advising treatment. It
establishes additional require
ments for the operation of health
care businesses. For example,
health care businesses would be
I required to create criteria for paytment and facility staffing. If this
Lpas^s, physical exams of patients
m&Md be mandatory before health
|ry|ns or irtsjurers could deny recpmrflendej^Hhtment. Staffing
|u|ndards\HLld 1%^ expanded
i#ifeughout t®&tatp,so ait needs
of ^dividual patki^t^vvilfDetaken
into a*.i iniiit. 'Health iare busi

would not have to pay new taxes.
Recommended care could be de
nied without a doctor performing
a physical examination of the pa
tient. State and federal laws regard
ing health facility staffing, health
care employee and contractor pro
tections, and restrictions on finan
cial incentives to reduce care would
remain unchanged.

Marijuana for Medici
nal Purposes

Proposition 215
Summary: If recommended by
a physician, patients and caregivers
could legally possess or grow mari
juana for medical treatment of an
orexia, AIDS, cancer, etc. to relieve
pain and improve health. Simi
larly, physicians who recommend
the treatment will not be pun
ished.
Yes: People with certain ill
nesses, as well as their caregivers,
could legally possess and grow
marijuana. It would still be illegal
inu ntives to doctorsTand others
to grow or possess marijuana for
to witlthoid throat melt or rOTuce
nonmedical reasons.
catk lW^«eqn»n-|that health •
No: It would be illegal for pa^ar&usU||^s di&rose whethwl Pffents and caregivers to grow or
costs were administrative qjP Ipossess marijuana.
health-care ielated.
Taxes
%S: The above regulations
g§
Proposition 217
woulSbe implemented.
%
Wb? Summary: If passed, this law
Ncm'insurers would not havgj
to do pbYstep examinations to ^pould reinstate 10% and 11% tax
rates on taxpayers who have a tax
di'm'nvomn (laded care. The curable income of over $100,000
mwt&w wou!*emain intact r%
E($ 136,115 for heads of house
holds), and $200,000 ($272,230 for
iemptoyee |%TcMrnac»)r protecheads of households), respectively.
l^ipn^^&duUlaaliaLMic^rives to
The
money from the taxes (be
abovjg acSLalihpaiTgn spending
reduce costs.
tween
$750 million to $900 mil
li^6|5;^Quld be impose'Moljta||
216
lion
per
year) would be split evenly
arf-Mcal offices. PublS>t#iS rmSiffimSy: This proposition^
between
local governments and
coulixalso accept gifts aSi hoik)" hmilcffto Tne one aboju) (214) in
schools.
There
are no stipulations
raria, but^Apvjsts coulcuiot con
that it prohibits denying treat
as to how the local governments
tribute
to campaigns.
ment without a phygPld exam,
should spend the money.
No: iCe^wouj^t be any
staffing
would* be ex
Yes: Schools would receive ad
spending limits 0t^|s||ictioiyjii
panded thrgMglf&ut the state so
ditional funding. Local govern
tlliSwds
Individual patients
campaign contribpTons.^)^!
ments would also receive a share
governments could establish
wTlflPe taken into account, health
of these revenues, which were lost
own restrictions on contributions
care businesses could not offer fi
previously.
and spending. The restrictions on
nancial incentives to doctors and
No: The income tax rate on the
others to withhold treatment or re
public officials receiving gifts and
highest taxable incomes would re
duce care, and costs would have
honoraria would remain intact
main the same and schools and
and lobbying expenses would still
to be disclosed. In addition, if 216
local governments would not re
passes, a consumer advocate group ceive additional funding.
be tax deductible.
would
be established to support
Minimum Wage
health
care
recipients. Health care
Proposition 210
Only 20% of 18-24 year
businesses would also be taxed and
Summary: The state minimum
olds
voted in 1994...Make
the money would go into a fund
wage would increase in 1997 and
a
difference
this year!
where it would be divided up to
1998: ($5.00 per hour in 1997;
Show
the
state
and
the na
maintain public health services,
$5.75 in 1998).
tion
that
our
generation
such as trauma care, senior health
Yes: The minimum wage will
cares!!
care,
etc.
increase.
Yes:
The
above
regulations
No: The state minimum wage
would be implemented.
VOTE ON TUESDAY,
will not be above what the current
No: Health care businesses
NOVEMBER 577////
federal law dictates. On a national
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Your moneyjOLygurJife:

University sims for greste
university

confu.

Carrie Hayward
Pacifican staff writer
This year's graduates may soon
find themselves the target of not only
student loan collection agencies, but
UOfs alumni contribution oftu.es as
well.
.
, ,
UOP's alumni giving rate, at
percent, is below the national aver
age of 16 percent. This statistic has
not gone unnoticed by the staffs of
the Alumni and Parent Program and
the Annual Pacific fund.
The Annual Pacific Fund, which
coordinates the majority of the re
quests for money from alumni, par
ents, and friends of the University,
has recently renewed its commitment
to the education and pursuit of pos
sible contributors, said director Jase
Norsworthy.
"We've got an apathy problem at
UOP, and it's tough. But I will also
say that that's not the alumni. 1 think
that a lot of it has to do with (the fact
that) we have a responsibility toedu
ate these people," he said.
Norsworthy said part of the prob

lem stemmed from peoples confu
sion about the role of the AnnualIP
cific Fund as a support which
mately benefits students.
"The money we raise goes to sup
port student scholarships, primarily.
You're supporting the educational
experience." Norsworthy said.
Currently, most donations are
considered "unrestricted," meaning
that the donor gives them in thefa>th
that the University will use the
money where the need is greatest.
Several recent graduates said
they'd like to know exactly where
their dollars were going before they d
make any contributions.
-I'd probably give money to my
college, COP, but I'd like to be able to
specify how it be spent," said English
major Jason Bowman.
Students generally wished to sup
port the programs they felt had
helped them most during their time
at UOP.
, n
.
Former student Paul Rapp, who
received his Music Business degree
from Eberhardt School of Business,
said he would support
support,he
the radio
radios,asta

tion,,
tion

ostofhis

with me university

with the University through the Pa.
cific dub
club, alumni sh.
student recruitment
and networking, and career place

where he
he received most of his

trai«Pd

rather give my money to
KUOP than the general Universi y
fU"

NoRwSthy said the Fund is try
ing to make it possible for alumni
contribute to specific schools.
-We're trying to decentralize
program so that unrestricted dollars
are being channeled into each of the
schools and colleges. That process;
uoing to require an ad ustmei ,
when you have an adjustment l.ke
that, giving tends to drop just a little
bit," Norsworthy said.
Terrise Giovinazzo, Director of
the Alumni and Parent Program, said
her program hoped to encourage
alumni support by increasing partici-

ment.
"We don't necessarily rely on the
amount of dollars that one person
gives. We hope to increase the num
ber of people that give any dollars,"

fe|

pocific

Sol
^eirntne
noono
last set
in hot!

ter, bu

it.
U<
she said.
Norsworthy agreed, noting that
to ap|
the number of donors, rather than the cess ft
amount donated, is often considered tiny f
by organizations that give out univer chain
philo
sity grants.
,
"I would rather see every single signe
alum give a buck and at least partici
griev
pate because their money leads to
I
more money. It's a vote of confi
dent
dence," he said.
I mal
The Annual Pacific Funds goal
out
this year is to collect $800,000. Last i istl
vear the Fund barely reached its SI
the
'
"We're developing a stronger re
million goal. Norsworthy said the ,
union program. In the past we
new goal was more realistic, easierto
twe
haven't had a strong focus on re
surpass, and placed less of a burden
Laf
unions and we really believe that this
out
on alumni.
is one way that all alumni can recon
"We're really trying to emphasize
CO]
nect with their alma mater," she said.
participation. That's all we're asking,"
Other solutions offered by
he said.
Giovinazzo included involvement
Gj— —

Students support alcohol sales atTig^ Grocery
,

.

i

Continued from page 1

said, "People are going to get alcohol it
they want it, it's very accessible on cam
pus You can just walk to any fraternity
and get it for free. If the reason behind
not selling liquor on campus is that
they're afraid of more underage drink
ing, well it would be easier to regulate
the sales if we just got a campus pub
and carded."
IXan of Students William H. Barr
said, "Underage drinking isn't a major
factor as to sales or not. But, if you sell
on campus it's like saying it s OK for

buy and purchase for their
S,udents to
students
to buy
friends because nobody is really going
to say no to a friend."
"I guess I'd be for selling alcohol
in Tiger Grocery. I already have to card
for
w it
it w^ldn't
for dgarette
cigarettes so
wouldn't be
be that
that
much different. The only problem
would be when friends of mine who 1
know aren't 21 come up and ask me to
let them buy. It would be hard to say
no to them," said Tiger Grocery em
ployee Andrew Etchison.
So what is it that keeps U.O.P. from
hopping on " ' " ~J
'1

The Only Number You'll Ever Need
For All Your Computer Needs...

sities such as U.C.S.B.,.. U.C.
Irvine,' and
sitiessuchasU.CSL
. •
,

Cal. State San Bernardino that sell al
cohol on campus?
The most obvious reason is that
U.O.P. doesn't have a liquor license.
Any establishment, whether it is
is aa res- i
l-»y-v**r11 r\rr
Qt/lfillim. or
taurant, bar, bowling alley, stadium
University
uiiivciaiiy must have a licenseActegaily sell and distributealcohol
distribute alcohol and
and
that can be very expensive.
Another problem U.O.P. would
face is liability, an increased risk and
.. .... . i »T*_., A- , le- .!/->+ Hrvic

For example, tl
the University of
Boulder in Colorado had »° mak
change from a wet to dry campu
policy. It was partly due tothe grow J
number of lawsuits holding
number «^"^ol related
idJnts and hazardous situationsN
dUlUCllU
irrl
acad^
d had purchased
cause those involved
had pure
^™*Qncampus.
. ,
their liquor on campus.
q(
"You never know what.
ripple effects something like thi
have," said Barr.

The Children's Museum
of Stockton
in collaboration with

UC Berkeley Extension
is featuring:

"The Culture of Dinosaurs"
A symposium for educators and the like

SOFTWARE A
! COMPUTERS

Ralph's Software & Computers
429 Easl March Lane. Suite. C • Stockton. Calilornia 952G7

Saturday Nov. 2,1996
9:00 am - 5:00 pm
$125.00
The Children's Museum

402 W. Weber Ave. Stockton
Call for information: 465-43S>6
"Continuing Education units available.
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Few students use grade grievance policy
JEFFREY GADDIS

pacifican guest writer
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So you're sitting at home in the
summer sunshine, relishing an after
noon cocktail when your grades from
last semester arrive. Your eyes light
in horror as you discover a "D" in
Biology. You know you deserve bet
ter, but don't know what to do about
it.
IJOP has a procedure for students
to appeal their grades, but the pro
cess for has recently come under scru
tiny for its inefficiency. A task force
chaired by Dr. Robert Orpinela of the
philosophy department has been de
signed to examine the current grade
grievance policy.
Under the current system, a stu
dent must go to ASUOP to start a for
mal grievance. There the student fills
out a confidential form and the case
is then discussed with Kate Lafean,
the student advocate.
"If they can't get it resolved be
tween themselves, they come to me,"
Lafean said, "Then I have them fill
out this sheet of paper," holding a
copy of the confidential grade griev

Oh no! My grade in
Underwater basket weaving:

ance form.
She will then discuss the case
with a faculty member to ensure that
there is indeed a case.
"A sure-fire case would be a math
ematical error in your grade," Lafean
said.
You will then be given a list of
potential faculty advocates. This fac
ulty member assists in the prepara
tion of your case before you go in
front of the board. You meet with
him/her at a prearranged time to dis

cuss your case and get everything in
order, according to Lafean
Peg Langer, chair of Academic
Counsel, suggests there may be an
easier way of resolving the dispute
before it reaches the grievance board.
"The first step is to work with a
faculty member and try to resolve it
at a lower level," she said.
As of mid-October, none of these
cases has seen its way through the
process.

Program review questions answered
Continued from page 2

>iliI gram review panels from November
to February.
Q. Can anyone have input into the
process/'

A Yes. All interested parties are
invited to write to the dean of the
school or program in question. The
cademic Affairs Committee will
oursee the process along with my
0 ice. Iam in the process of forming
d tam of faculty and staff to work
"th 'he Academic Affairs Commit11 o make sure the program review
Process proceeds smoothly. Any quesons about participating in the pro
gram review process should be diAff•0 t0 mY office or to the Academic
in^DS (\'oinmittce through engineertcim r°n'ssor Louise Stark, and this
SUn? the questions get
answered
wil1 't take for a pro
em,3,ll0W
nto phased out?

factn 't vv'h depend on a variety of
take ^i'i includlng how long it will
to r,, !i,ne studentsin the program
a" re9uirements, probabler!*1
t0
t
lree
the pr"g '
Years depending on
Weivp ,

renti,,'St

effect WM
resu,ts

the program rehave on students cur

ing retZZf ^ pWgramS that

are he~

Q. Who is directly involved in the
review of a program?

A. The Academic Council
adopted Academic Program Review
Guidelines for 1996-97 at its Octo
ber 10 meeting. Procedures recom
mended by the Academic Affairs
Committee include review panels of
five faculty members appointed by
the AAC. Each panel will review sev
eral programs. Panels will meet the
program leaders and other interested
parties. Panel recommendations will
be reviewed by the AAC, the Aca
demic Council, and the Institutional
Priorities Committee. These bodies
may add their recommendations to
the panel reports, all reports will be
forwarded to the provosts office.I will
present these reports and my own
recommendations to the president.

Q. When and how will the decisions
be announced?

A. The process will be concluded
by mid-April. Faculty, students, and
staff impacted by the program review
will first be informed by the decisions.
Then the decisions will be announced
to the campus. These decisions
should coincide with the university
decisions on priorities for the next
five years.
Q. Will jobs lw lost?

A. It is likely some positions will
be eliminated. However, the univer
sity is committed to providing assis
tance to relocate those who will be
affected. We hope most positions can
be ended through attrition.

A. The three basic criteria are pro
gram centrality, program quality and
program management, as established
in the 1993 University Strategic Plan.
The Provost's Office will provide in
formation to each program under re
view in four areas: student, faculty,
staff budget, and comparison-school
data. Each program will thus have
access to the information that will be
used in the review process.
Q. What are the possible outcomes
for a program under review?

c-nrolled"

A. A program under review could
be enhanced, maintained as it is, re

'Model open dally
'Unique 1.2&3
bedrooms
r/
A

'Park - like setting
"Fireplaces

'Pool/Spa

Best Value!
Best Location!!

Grouse Run Apartments
4738 Grouse Run Drive • (209) 957-6710

NEW STUDENT
DENTAL PLAN
No chargefor
diagnosis and x-rays

only $ C700
w f

per year

Save money and your teeth!
Enroll Now!
Call for brochure - (800) 655-3225

Q. What criteria are being used to
evaluate programs?

P'ete thtUdentS Wi" ke abie to comRramc e re9u'rements for any proWh'Ch they are currentlY

organized, diminished, or discontin
ued.

"On the whole, there are vey
few (cases) that go to the griev
ance board. 1 or 2 a year is what
we are talking about," Orpinal
said. "Usually they are solved by
a faculty advocate."
Students
must submit their grievance
within two semesters of the grade
in question, Lafean said. She
admited, "It's really hard to prove
that you deserve a different
grade...Gather as much evidence
as you can."
Most grievances revolve
around the syllabus Langer said.
She recommends that if speaking
with the professor fails, "speak
with the department head and
the dean of the school as well. If
that doesn't work, then consult
with ASUOP."
The current system works, but
is under scrutiny to find if there
is a better, more efficient way of
doing things according to Langer.
"There are too many hoops
the student has to jump
through," said Lafean.
"That's why we've set up the
task force," Langer said.

kegs • liquor • ice
5611 e. Waterloo rd.
Stockton California

931-2942
open 5:00 am - 10:00 pm

OHM'S
mi imi iimiilk i ilk imiimii miimi imii

for all yoar
party needs

Margarita Alvarez
Features Editor
946-2115
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CARRIE HAYWARD
Pacifican staff writer
People frequently ask why there
is no picture of me next to my col
umn. Apparently it is the practice of
"real" columnists to provide a "mug
shot" along with his or her "column,"
which is something I consider "silly."
In the past I've preferred to let my
writing create my image (specifically,
"buxom blonde bombshell") rather
than confine my personality to a
blurry black and white square.
But I'll sink to almost any low just
to satisfy you, the reader—or at least
Janell, my editor. To that end, I sub
mitted to a form of torture so hideous
it could only have been done in the
name of beauty—the shopping mall
glamour photo.
For those of you unfamiliar with
this concept, glamour photography
exists to build self-esteem and enliven
dull marriages by transforming ordi
nary middle-aged housewives into
ordinary middle-aged housewives
with a lot of makeup on.
You may have noticed that none
of the famous super models have pho
tos in their portfolios from the One

Hour Glamour-mat And Burrito Fac
tory. This is because mall photogra
phy is so expensive. Models have bet
ter tnings to spend their hard-earned
money on, like celery sticks and
heroin.
I was able to avoid a mall goug
ing by getting my photos done at a
place I'll refer to here as "Ernie's Flyby-Night Glamour Foto," an outfit
which happened to be operating out
of a motel that week.
The package included a
makeover, a photo session, a set of
prints and the opportunity to wear
some of the most hideous clothing
ever made.
I am convinced the glamour pho
tography industry was created by
feather boa manufacturers when they
realized the wild west bordello look
would never again be considered
"hip."
I was trying to decide which boa
made me look the least like Big Bird
when the make up artist and hair styl
ist came at me with red hot rollers.
My hopes sank when, halfway
through the procedure, the woman
rolling the right side of my hair said
to the woman rolling the left side,

"Oh, so THAT'S how you do it!"
Next the makeup artist, who, I
suspected, was a former circus em
ployee, whipped out her makeup kit
and began applying foundation with
what looked suspiciously like a
trowel.
She was momentarily stumped
when the "Normal Human Being"
shade did not match my skin color,
but she solved the problem by switch
ing to a make-up kit labeled "Prop
erty of Shady Rolling Peaceful Acres
Funeral Home."
After she'd done all she could, I
was passed off to the photographer,
a slick fellow whose flattery would
charm the pants off a paperweight
(which is quite a feat, since most pa
perweights wear dresses).
To him, everybody and every
thing was "sexy," including the
woman before me, the woman after
me, me, the make-up artist, the clean
ing woman, the room, the chair, and
the carpet.
In an effort to capture my spon
taneous natural charm, he called out
various poses like a drill sergeant, in
cluding, "Back straight! Head up!
Chin down! Lean forward! Tilt to the

left! Right foot, blue! Left hand, yel
low! Now pat your head and rub your
stomach!"
To be fair, I was a bit difficult to
work with. I was feeling a tad uncom
fortable in the midriff-baring tube top
they'd given me, and found it har
to hear all his directions from the spo
under the table where I lay huddle
in the fetal position.
. j
When it was all over they hustle
me out the door so my sobbing
wouldn't disturb the other custom
ers and told me to come back in
week for the prints.
Picking the best of the three sho
they offered me was a lot like sele ing a beauty queen—they were a
identical, so I had to use a scienti
selection method ("eenie meeW
miney moe") to help me decide.
Actually, I'm still not convince
the picture is really me. I'm
sure they switched my prints with
acting portfolio head shots of t
year's Young Little Miss DebutanteSomewhere out there is a beau y
queen who can only land roles as
heavily made-up humor column'5
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Anderson Y: Education, action, & service

IEBEKAH SLICK
Pocifican guest writer

It is a haven within the turmoil

of society, where a little bit of magic
takes place. It is a place where stu
dent leaders form a human resource
bridge between the campus and the
(community, and core programs pro
vide the spark for education, action,
and service.
The Anderson Y, located on Pa
cific Ave. directly across from Burnes
Tower, has been affiliated with UOP
since 1879 and it serves as UOP's com
munity service center. The Y "is a
safehouse, a place where many things
happen that couldn't happen any
place else," says outreach director
Heather Schrock.
"When you walk in there, you
can feel the energy, you can feel how
the people who work and volunteer
there love it and are committed to
making a difference."
The Y is a center involved with
service learning in which students
become involved and concerned with
addressing the needs of the commu
nity and the society in which they
live. The many programs that the Y
is involved in include, Partners in
Education, tutoring, Celebrate Diver
sity, clearinghouse/outreach, Tudor
house, center management and train

ing and development.
Student volunteers are a necessity
for all of these programs. Working
with the Y is "an experience that
you'll never be able to replace, a feel
ing that you'll never be able to for
get," Schrock said.
Yet it is often hard to find enough
volunteers According to Schrock
many people think that volunteering
is too time consuming or only for re
ally "good people." "People think to
do community service you have to be
a wonderful person, committed to
spending hours each week serving
your community," Schrock stated.
"All it takes is an hour, a week or
month and that hour-where you go
and sit in the library and tutor a child,
serve in a soup kitchen, or take an
animal to a convalescent hospitalthat hour is so important to those
peoples lives. It's not a guilt thing,
it's not a chore. It's something you
should do because you want to do it.
You're not paid to do it, you're not
asked to do it... You just want to do
it," Schrock stated.
One of the upcoming events that
students can get involved is on Hal
loween; when all the organizations
on campus get involved and take chil
dren from the community trick-ortreating at all the different residence

Anderson Y on Pacific Avenue, across from Burns Tower.
halls, fraternities and sororities on
campus.
Ongoing volunteer opportunities
include tutoring for K-12 graders at
Children Shelter and the Stockton
Public Library. Students can also get
involved with the partnerships that
the Y has with organizations in the
community. They can learn leader
ship skills, network with profession
als, and broaden their perspectives of
other cultures and backgrounds.

Scott KduTmann

"The Anderson Y is not just a little
building on the corner. It branches
out to other school districts, housing
communities, United Way, and the
Volunteer Center of San Joaquin
County," Schrock stated.
In April 1991, the Anderson Y
Center was named the nation's 421st
Daily Point of Light for 'successfully
addressing our most pressing social
problems through community
service.'

Money, Majors, and More

What do you mean NETworking or NOTworking?
BURTON JAY NADLER
UOP Career Services Director
When my not-quite-ten-year-old
Justin, wishes to emphasize a
P°int, usually related to my unwill
ingness to spend $100-plus for a pair
sneakers, he resoundingly bellows
11 s the '90s, not the '70s!"
n n many ways this could be the
ving cry for career services profes^ho seek to provide so-called
h e"° the-art" services. Once you
ST.M!/EALD TFL'S PIECE Y°U WIU underfer t
y we at career services preC
te
"sta? ' ^at ours is a facility where
3rt meets mind and
hearr'0^
son,

these obvious, and often successful
efforts, do not focus all attention on
visible options. Hidden opportuni
ties can be tapped through telephone,
in person, and written communica
tion with friends, family members,
faculty and, of course, career services
professionals.
Whenever possible "networking"
means: "conducting exploratory informat i o n

Work^"^' "NETworking or NOT
n8 is a phrase which has many
me
most traditional internrpT^S'

voirp . af'0ns relate to time-tested
Paper (f ^ 'telePhone) and eye-toexnln • °r ma'l correspondence)
niq
ration and job search techUes
chan5eCtiVe

'°k seeders in an everine inh ® 3nd' frankly, ever-right-sizmarket of shifting supply and
dem3nH
bey0nd must expand efforts well
%inelmT0nding to P°stings and
Whu
on-campus interviews.
e one should never ignore

l s
and expectations clearly to anyone
who can assist with job search."
To be most effective, you must set
and articulate goals, (yes, you can
have a few). Don't simply ask for help.
Share job search goals, then ask: "Can
you give me the names of two people

who can help me or consider me for
a position?" People-to-people tech
niques are quite often the most chal
lenging and, honestly, the most anxi
ety provoking at first, but they are
most often the most successful.
To identify, be considered for, and
ultimately receive offers from small
to medium-sized employers or those
within "creative" fields like advertis
ing, public relations, broadcasting,
and entertainment, you must become
a proficient relationship builder and
communicator of goals.
We at Career Services are prepared
to enhance these skills. Call 946-2361
to make an appointment with one of
our staff to begin the processes of ca
reer focus or job search coaching. Or,
sign up for the Weeks Of Work
(WOW!) January Term course
through Lifelong Learning on the 1st
floor of McConchie Hall.
More and more, "networking"
involves the use of the internet for
identification of postings, researching
of potential employers, and electroni
cally transmitting cover letters, re
sumes, and other job search
communiques.
While this new and exciting ap
proach is very seductive, because
many hope it will be the magic box

which will make job search hassle
free, or at least easy, it is an approach
which can be time-consuming unless
implemented strategically. Basically,
the most effective ways to job surf the
net include identifying postings via
sites like "Monsterboard" and "Career
Path," utilizing web pages to research
prospective employers and identify
specialized postings, and "e-communicating" -sending resumes, cover let
ters and other communiques through
the net.
There are numerous variations on
these themes, and we are prepared to
work with you to develop and imple
ment individualized and effective
internet job search strategies. Career
Services offers access via Macintosh
or IBM systems and you can review
various articles and books to help
with all cyber-search efforts. We have
become familiar with many of the
most popular sites and we want to
share this knowledge with you. Also,
accessing the internet and, if possible,
HTML programming (that's the preJAVA language used most often to
develop webpages) are now popular
skills to cite on a resume. So, "net
working" means effectively using this
job search tool of the '90s and demSee page 12, NETworking
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Student intern 'networked' at CNN
VANESSA TIYAAMORNWONG
Pacifican guest writer
One summer as an intern at CNN
in Washington convinced Elissa
Lumley of the value of internships.
"The internship was very beneficial to
me because 1 was able to apply every
thing 1 learned at school to the real
world and figured out that I enjoyed
what I was doing," said Elissa Lumley,
a senior communication major with
an emphasis in public relations.
Lumley's duties were performed
primarily in the public relations de
partment. She coordinated publicity
events, carried out media-related work,
assembled public relations kits, pro
moted shows, and sent press releases.
"My exposure to the bureau was
unlimited. I had access to important
projects as well as people. It was amaz
ing to have access to information be
fore the public is aware of it," said
Lumley who currently serves as News
Editor of the Pacifican.
Lumley felt that her internship
"created ways to network and estab
lish a reputation with many people."
She waseven given the chance to meet
Larry King and worked with his pub
licist. "It is great to fall back into my
course load with this internship un
der my belt. I am able to utilize my

experiences from my internship as an
advantage with my assignments," said
Lumley.
"1 definitely recommend intern
ships because it's the best way to de
cide if what you are studying is what
you actually want to do in life and
whether or not you enjoy it," said
Lumley. She also stated that in doing
an internship, you open up many op
portunities for yourself not only with
the experience you gain but also
through networking.
"This experience gave me boost of
confidence. I know 1 am capable of
handling a stressful environment,
communicating with a vast range of
personalities, accepting the unex
pected, and being organized. After
working at CNN, I saw all that the
world has to offer and I know I can
conquer it if 1 use my mind and my
personality," said Lumley.
"The most important thing 1
learned while I was there was to be
responsible, have a good attitude, be
able to pick up on things quickly, and
be aware of what's going on or other
wise you will be lost," said Lumley.
"1 do not think I could have had a
better internship. It is a tremendous
advantage to have hands-on, real-life
experiences in addition to a classroom
education," said Lumley.

Elissa Lumley, The Pacifican News Editor, was an intern at CNN.

Greek news

Pi Kappa Alpha: Leading the Greek pack

THE PACIFICAN
The men of Pi Kappa Alpha would
like to congratulate our brother, Chase
Haag, for being crowned UOP's first
Fall Festival King. We were proud to
see him carry on the tradition of hav
ing a Pike being chosen by the faculty

Networking
Continued from page 11

onstrating that you can be an
"internetworker."
Whether conducting people-topeople efforts in person, over the
phone, or via internet, the ultimate
goals of all job search efforts are an
interview, then an offer. By articu
lating goals, heart-felt dreams can be
translated into logical and logistically
sound strategies and, ultimately, into
effective behaviors.
You can transform dreams into
realities by taking action. For stateof-the-art to meet your mind and
heart, we must work together. So, as
is our punny and Tiger-metaphoric
theme for the 1996-97 academic year:
"Paws...then make tracks to UOP's
one stop student and alum career and
job shop."

and student body to represent our
University. We were also pleased to
win the highly coveted Lip Sync com
petition on the last day of Greek week.
All the time and effort into preparing
for it was well spent. Congratulations
to our brother Sean Corte-Real, a
member of UOP's golf team, for win

ning the USF collegiate invitational,
held at the prestigious Olympic Club
in San Francisco.
We've also enjoyed the success of
several social and community service
events. They include:our annual fundraising golf tournament which ben
efits Big Brothers/Big Sisters program,

the Mary Graham's Children's Shelter
carnival, and a welcome back alumni
event held on homecoming day.
Lastly, we would like to thank the
ladies of Delta Delta Delta for the fun
filled exchange. We shared a pleasant
evening with these women, and look
forward to next years function.
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Free Aerobics With Membership 1

MID^MMESTER BARGAIN
New Weight Room Hours: M-R: 7:00 am-10:00 pm
*
F: 7:00 am-7:30 pm
Jfc S: 9:00 am-5:00pm
Membership Fee: $3Q/semester -or- $70/school year
*With This Coupon*
Get a full year for $70
or the remainder of the
semester for $30

20% Off any TIGER POWER
GEAR -or-10% Off any athletic
ment in stock! w/coupon

1
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Experience the culture of UOP's Art Gallery
EMILY SNOW CURRAN
Pacifican guest writer

A sculpture in the UOP Art Gallery.

Peaceful. Quiet. Absorbing. The
University of the Pacific Art gallery lo
cated on the second floor of the
McCaffrey Center can be a retreat and
an escape from students' busy schedules.
The latest exhibit displays clay
drums and other sculptures of artist Jeff
Fletcher.
"I was walking to class and noticed
them out of the comer of my eye...Big
drums with really interesting drawings
on them. I liked them," said Eden
Palacio, freshman and member of the
women's basketball team.
This show began on October 14 and
runs until November 8. A closing recep
tion will be held on Friday, November
8, from 7 p.m. to 10 p.m. Admission is
free and everyone is invited to come
mingle with Fletcher and art-lovers.
Many people come in for a glass of
wine, a bite of cheese and good conver
sation.
"My friends and I came to a closing
reception...We enjoyed analyzing (the
art) and questioning the artist about his
work," said Eden Palacio.
There have already been several in
stallations this year.
One exhibit was an installation cre
ated by "Artist X" titled "Three Cylin

ders." These sculptures, with elements
of newspaper, and light, created an in
teresting environment. When passing
by one could not help but wonder about
the huge cylinders and blinking lights.
One particular student decided to
stop-in and check it out.
"It's got that newspaper thing that
I didn't like," said student, Mike
Hofmann.
Asked if he had been to any of the
previous exhibits he said, "I've walked
by it many times...Art never interested
me."
Other students appeared hesitant to
visit the gallery.
"I've never stepped foot in the art
gallery...Yeah, up there near the Sum
mit," said sophomore Amy Atkinson.
But other students wanted people
to try and fully understand the gallery.
"Art is more than just paintings and
sculpture. It's communication in the
raw, that anyone, artist or not, can ap
preciate," said junior Frank Flaherty,
who manages the gallery.
"I believe it is the McCaffrey
Center's responsibility to offer educa
tional and cultural programs, like the
Gallery, to the student body," said
Flaherty.
The Gallery hours are Monday - Fri
day, 9 a.m. - 8 p.m. Saturday and Sun
day, 12 p.m.-5 p.m.

1 5

Art goes beyond the missing flowers.

College students make 'come backs'

MULTICOLOR
CUSTOM
SCRKF.NPRINTING

KRISTINE GIBSON

Pacifican guest writer
Whether you've been out of
school for one year or 20 years, it can
be very hard to go back to college at
an unfamiliar school. UOP tries to
make the transition as easy as pos
1
K
sible.
University College students have
a few more worries in life than the
traditional student. They have fami
nes, houses and finances to take care
of as well as school.
"I could have financial problems
now," said Gordon Rose.
Rose lost his job about three
weeks ago. His parents are helping
•m out with the rent and bills but
e needs to find a job soon.
F nUniversity College Dean Donald
Duns has a positive outlook for the
a ult re-entry program, which at this
'me has approximately 150 students
moiled. He said the administration
.taculty support the program.
I hey are also exploring the idea
. 'jcoing classes to help attract more
dents to the program. Duns is talk"g with different departments to see
hey would be willing to offer
j ass^.at night instead of during the
y. That would help a lot of adult
entry students because they could
eP their full time dav iobs and still

go to school.
UOP may not be as aggressive as
other schools in getting re-entry stu
dents, but with the ideas they are ex
ploring, the future looks very good
for the adult re-entry program.
Duns feels this program provides
diversity to UOP and goes on to say
that several departments in the last
five years have picked a University
College student as their outstanding
student.
"It's part of helping to develop
access to people who want an educa
tion," say Duns.
University College holds several
Open Houses a year and invites pro
spective students to attend and learn
about the program and how to get
back into school. They have current
re-entry students talk about their ex
periences and have a question and
answer session to answer any ques
tions these prospective students may
have.
Most adult re-entry students
come back to school because they are
no longer satisfied with their job.
Maybe they only need two or three
more semesters to complete their de
gree or maybe they are starting all
over and getting another degree.
Some have completed some col
lege courses then rironned nut hp-

cause of circumstances beyond their
control and have now decided it's
time to finish what they started.
These students have a number of dif
ferent reasons for not getting their
degree before but none of that mat
ters now.
Students around campus have
mixed emotions about adult re-entry
students. Some think it's great while
others don't like it, but on the whole
must students think it's a good thing
and admire them.
"I don't mind when they add
things to the class," says freshman
Melanie Taylor-Vogt, whose grand
mother went back to school late in
life. "I admire a lot of them."
Some students say they ask too
many questions and sometimes they
think they are better than the
younger students.
"Some think they are above ev
eryone else," says Karen Fernandez.
"We have different views on things,"
but she added that she feels the pro
gram is a good thing, overall.
Rose, an adult re-entry student in
his first semester at UOP, has gotten
very involved in student life and has
had no negative feedback from the
younger students. "I get along well
with the younger students," says
Rose
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Horoscope

Star gazing
KING FEATURES
ARIES (March 21 to April 19) You're
busy making new friends, but none of
them is to a close tie's linking. A change
of plans works out for the better. Be con
fident in your dealings with bigwigs over
the weekend. However, avoid cockiness.
TAURUS (April 20 to May 20) Instead
of worrying about problems, take direct
action toward solving them. You could
work overtime on a project, but this ad
venture brings financial gain. Socializing
should be put on hold. Instead, a quiet
weekend at home beckons.
GEMINI (May 21 to June 20) Imme
diate tasks could have you stymied early
in the week, but last minute career de
velopments are to your advantage. Capi
talize on an opportunity which arises as
the week ends. Be calm, yet confident as
you tackle your various projects this
weekend.
CANCER (June 21 to July 22) A social engagement is subject to change mid
week. Though a home worry seems to
cramp your style, there's nothing stop
ping you career wise. The sky is the limit
for you professionally. A child needs ad
vice this weekend.
1 EG (July 22 40 August 22) Your best
bet is to finish tasks at hand instead of
beginning new projects. First things must
come first this week. Look out for the eld-

erly in your family and theii-well b^>
this weekend and tend to farm y
"'''"VIRGO (August 23 to September^)
A pending travel plan needs
fhoPught before making a commitment^
There are certain things that need to be
done around home base before taking; o
for parts unknown. Honor promises and
remember, family is important
LIBRA (September 23 to October 2
Meet extra duties in connection with a
dub willingly. A friend could rub you the
wrong way by insisting on getting his

vatio.

Dishing out the dirt

KING FEATURES
*11 MY CHILDREN: Liza was
hXt

SrhrelatSnshTPrShCOAndam.

Noah confronted someone

sPSStasss

Keep up with distant ties and
vou have a wonderful week.
SCORPIO (October 23 to November
21) Students are able to concentrate-on
their studies. They must remember,
thought, to stay away from bad influ
ences Partners are easier to understa
but care is needed in financial dealings
this weekend.
SAGHTARIUS (November 22 to De
cember 21) You're more yourself this
week than you have been in the recent
past Career priorities should take prece
dence over social affairs later in the week.
Be professional and aggressive at the same
time.
,
CAPRICORN: (December 22 tojanu
ary 19) Artistic appreciation is enhanced
Your Charm opens doors and new oppor
tunities come through friends. It's the
perfect week for business dealings with
higher-ups and co-workers alike.
AQUARIUS (January 20 to February
IX) You sparkle among friends as the
limelight is yours

c

was"there, Harold trotted jn with

Kinder is about to break out.
DAYS OF OUR LIVES: Bo was
stunned by Jill's naming.her boy
friend, not Franco as he aUacken
Following Vivian's advice, Sam
roughed herself up and Came was
arrested for assault. Hope rushed of
when she saw Bo's emotional reaction
To a tape of him and Billie, leaving
Franco to gloa, over his plan. Pe e.
turned up at the house ready rohear
Jennifer agree to work things out, but
she served him divorce papers in

stead A man Wendy hadn't seen in
vears, watched her. Marlena con
fronted Kristen over a message from
her doctor's nurse. Wait To See:
Kristen hopes Stefano can help her
keep her "pregnancy" secret.
GENERAL HOSPITAL: Brenda
worried that her marriage would end
up like Lois and Ned's. Bobbie inter
vened as Luke tried to frame Nikolas
at the hospital. Later, Luke and Laura
stage a fight for the Cassadines' ben
efit Gail saw through Kevin's faked !
breakdown. Jax' father made good on
his threat to Sonny. Wait To See:
Bobbie turns increasingly to Stefan
f°r

ONELIFE TO LIVE: After Elliot,
under Carlo's direction, gave Viki the
oost-hypnotic suggestion to kill
Kevin he asked Dorian for help.
Dorian later panicked when she saw
Viki, Kevin, and Cassie together.
Later Viki canceled a brunch with
Dorian (at which
program her). Carlo ordered Elhot to
arrange another meeting for

NEEDS PORTS!
That's right! UOP's Literary Magazine and oldest publication is
now accepting submissions for the Fall '96 poetry edition.

Bring any works of poetry, from haiku to epic,
that you wish to submit for publication to the

Jl
Different
Coffee & Tea
Brewed Daily

sV

Espresso Bar

Soag_wdate

own way.

Co
^Oe

The Pacifican

Finest
Gourmet Coffees

ENGLISH DEPARTMENT
2ND FLOOR KNOLES HALL
BY OCTOBER 31ST.
We are also looking for submissions for the Prose
edition of Calliope which will be published in May.
Please submit copies of your poetry (wishous your name onihem)

'

cover sheet containing your name, phone number, e-mail a ress a
titles of your poems. This way, we can evaluate work anonymously.

Great Atmosphere for Socializing or Studying ^

NOW OPEN
Monday - Thursday: 6 AM to Midnight
Friday: 6 AM to 1 AM • Saturday: 7 AM to 1 AM
Sunday: 7 AM to Midnight

2233 Grand Canal Boulevard • Suite 102
Call: 209-952-JAVA

We are also accepting illustrations for the Fall edition. Illustrations shoul
in black and white and not bigger than five by eight inches.
For more information, please contact the English Department at

946-2121.

pavidOttenfeld
Opinion Editor

The Pacifican
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946-2114

Top T en List
Top Ten Reasons To
Dress Up On
Halloween
r

/

T

\

10. Football
uniforms can be
put to use.

I J

9. Not only can
you act like a
clown,
you can dress as
one.
8. Score brownie
points with
professors.
Editorial

Next Tuesday, Vote For The VP
Dole versus Clinton has become a cirJcus. Every night we sit in front of the TV
to hear the sound bites on CNN, but all
we hear about is "the bridge to the fu
ture" or "liberal, liberal, liberal."
Stop the presses. The real election is
between the vice presidential candidates
J. G°re and Jack Kemp. The realistic out°°k is that one of these people will be
President.

Bob Dole is constantly bashed for beln§ too old. They say that the "old horse"
Wl build a bridge to the past, but for all
L e know the bridge may collapse once
he s elected.
Considering old age and great health,
if he dies? Not to sound morbid,
what if it did happen? Enter Jack

Kemp. Kemp would get sworn in, take of
fice, and pick a new VP.
Dole could last for four years, maybe
even eight. But he may go down for the
count, and voters should consider that
when casting their ballots.
Is Jack the man with the plan?
Bill Clinton is in the same boat. He
could last four more years, but legal ac
tions against him are still being pursued
(Whitewater, Travel-gate, File-gate).
Vice President A1 Gore would step in
and take over. He could even be a better
man than Bill, and Gore could fit the Oval
Office nicely.
The choice is yours: Jack Kemp or A1
Gore.

u iJtlaC'^can editorials represent the views of a majority of the newspaper editors. What's your view? Mail us
oiuth dWp °ne °ffat our °ff]ce on the third floor of Hand Hall, or e-mail us atpacifican@uop.edu. All letters
s
e signed and include a telephone number.

7. You don't have
to park a
broomstick.
6. You can enter
Sherwood Mall's
costume contest.
5. It's an excuse to
cross-dress.
4. So you can get
use out of last
year's outfit.
3. Free candy.
2. You can pull fire
alarms-in Grace
without being
identified.
1. Why not?
Compiled by:
Deanna Stephenson
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Angry at politics
Dear Pacifican,
There is danger to our democracy
in the hopelessness some of us feel be
fore a major election in which millions
of votes are going to be cast. We think
our one vote doesn't count for much.
There is, however, a sell interest rea
son which every one of us should "show
up" at the polls or vote absentee in all
elections. Even though we think of our
selves as single individuals, unlikely to
come to the attention of any politician
high or low, we are members of some
classification of people, with interests
of our own and concerns which the gov
ernment should pay attention to.
The exit polls and public opinion
polls now being used by politicians to
tell who has supported them and who
really came out to vote. The members
of Congress, and the Presidential can
didates are continually looking at "de
mographics" which is their way of say
ing, "What groups are with me?"
The way for citizens to observe their
representatives and keep them inter

Student support for
All-student pub

ested in the particular group to which
they belong is to write a letter. You
should vote, which is another way of
leaving your group's mark on the
politician's record.
Politicians must keep close touch
on how groups like the women, the se
niors, the handicapped, the new citi
zens, the college educated, the unem
ployed, vote. To see how much this
counts, just observe how carefully the
federal government takes care old se
niors: 35 cents of every federal dollar is
spent on some program related to
people over 65. Seniors do vote, and the
politicians watch them carefully. Note
that Hispanic citizens, even those eli
gible to vote, have not turned out in
large numbers on election day, and po
litical leaders overlook them. Welfare
mothers fail to vote, and see what has
happened to AFDC.
The principal justification for hold
ing democratic elections. Do it in your
own interest!
Sincerely yours,
Jerry B. Briscoe

Dear Pacifican,
1 am writing in response to
the article that appeared in the
October 17th issue of The
Pacifican concerning the possi
bility of building a pub on cam
pus. 1 think that having a place
on campus where students can
go to relax and socialize is a
fabulous idea.
However, I think it should
be a place where ALL students
can go to unwind, not just
those who are 21 and over. If
there must be times when only
those individuals who are le
gally allowed to drink can pa

tronize the place, it would be
more fair to set aside certain
nights for the 21 and overcrowd
with the rest of the week open
to everyone. For those of us in
the under 21 age group, perhaps
it could serve as an alcohol free
alternative to the "dorm room
parties and fraternity bashes"
mentioned in the article. In
short, I feel that any hang out
built on campus for students
should cater to the entire stu
dent body, not just the small,
older fraction of it.
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Stop the suffering of animals
Dear Pacifican,

J

Approximately seven million ver
tebrate animals are killed each year
for dissection in U.S. biology class
rooms. To illustrate the magnitude of
this many animals, consider that if
you lined them all up end to end, they
would stretch more than twice the
length of California.
And for what purpose? What
gains are made when students cut
open and explore the insides of frogs
and cats and fetal pigs and dogfish
sharks? The Humane Society of the
United States (11SUS) believes that
whatever benefits might arise from
dissections, they are far outweighed
by the associated costs. Allow me to
explain.
First, there is the animal suffering
involved. Investigations into the dis
section trade have documented,
among other abuses, cats being
drowned ten at a time in burlap sacks
or prodded roughly into crowded gas
chambers, rats embalmed with form
aldehyde while still living, dozens of
live frogs piled into sacks for days or
weeks without food, and sickly turtles
kept in filthy, overcrowded holding
tanks. These sorts of conditions ap
pear to be quite commonplace, and
though they are inexcusable and
sometimes illegal, they are perhaps
not surprising in a business where the
"merchandise" is going to end up
dead anyway.
Then there are human social con

cerns. A principal goal of life science
education is to teach respect for life.
Dissection is an intrinsically violent
exercise; it involves killing, preserv
ing, cutting apart, then discarding an
animal. However well-intentioned an
instructor's desire to teach respect for
animals, the typical dissection exer
cise will tend to undermine it by de
valuing the lives of other creatures to
the level of expendable objects.Ihave
personally spoken with hundreds of

3 Flower
Box
Flowers

bright, compassionate students who
find dissection ethically repugnant;
their response is sometimes to turn
away from careers in such fields as
human medicine, veterinary medi
cine, or nursing, where compassion
is most needed. On the other hand,
less sensitive students may be hard
ened by the exercise, the conse
quences of which are open to specu
lation.
There is also quality of education

k

to be considered. Teachers who con
tinue to use animals in dissections or
other invasive classroom exercises are hotel I
apparently unaware of or unmoved Unive
by the fact that more than a dozen
studies havebeen published showing tt e>
that students using humane alterna | duett
tives learn anatomy and physiology if my
as well as or better than students who
use animals (The HSUS will provide
See animal page"
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Canada: Oh, Canada!
1

QUESTION OF THE WEEK

What did you think about
the Fall Festival?

Uiere is nothing worse for mortals than a wandering life "
-Homer, Odyssey

[viD OTTENFELD
nion Editor

dollars.
The hotel room I shared with
Scott Sulivan was nice, and even had
I recently had the pleasure of travhalf of the Edmonton yellow pages. I
to Canada for a volleyball tourstill don't know if prostitution is le
;nt. What I found didn't necesgal in Canada, but there were seven
„y surprise me, but instead made
straight pages full of escort services.
aware of the differences between
Discreet women for hire, and if you
' certi and them.
weren't satisfied with what they sent
"Mcro» First of all, the language is sort of
you, they'd replace your woman "free
[eek op,, dish. After 1 tasted an apple pie, a
of charge."
of a '• said to me "it's good, eh?" The
It was more funny than appaling,
perhap. •d "eh" is commonplace in
just because it wasn't Stockton.
'OflOl fr- jonton, and after four days I deThe final night in Canada was
rm rot toped a habit of saying it because
spent examining the party scene. We
hasher kind of cool.
went to Club Malibu, aka the Morgue,
ticle. |[ Another language difference is
and had a blast. The music was up to
lanjoi epronunciation of "ou." Instead of
the same speed as in the States, ex
'tuden; lying "out," they say "ooot." Funny
cept you could dance on top of the
tire si: iff, eh?
speakers, and it was considered cool
e snui The first Canadian we met was
to do so.
University of Alberta coach. He
What I realized about the night
' to our head coach, Joe, "You were
life was how friendly Canadians are.
:y good last year, eh?" Ian, Sam,
They complained at times about how
id I laughed like kings to hear such
ignorant and self indulgent Ameri
Canadianism.
cans are. Maybe we are, but in Canada
I The biggest difference between
I saw more reflection of American
inada and the USA is the cleanliculture than Canadian.
iss. Canada's sidewalks are so clean
I even went to a Taco Bell in
lu could eat off them. No joke. I
Canada. The difference in price was
irely saw trash not in a basket.
minimal, due to the fact that one
Their subways are efficient and
American dollar equals almost a dol
iost certainly cut down on pollular and a quarter in Canadian money,
lj)n- It made travel
around
but they also gave you a pack of Life. on!°n so simple. Going from our
savers with your taco.
pel to the tournament venue at the
If you wish to learn more about
niversity of Alberta was no sweat,
Canada, "Strange Brew" may not give
looked at the scenic points and
it proper justice. Granted it's a funny
exhilarated. The beauty may be
movie and the language use is on tar
"e o strict laws and high taxes, but
get (even though it's overdone), but
y own fax dollars were going to
the beauty and friendliness of our
™iHCla P'ace like Edmonton, I
nearest neighbor other than Mexico
n
mind paying a few extra
is as riveting as it is visually stunning.

"It was a good time. I enjoyed
the beer garden."
Helen Johnson

Wimal —
\minued from page 16
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(people are not
hd the nat-8 purPose °f dissection,
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not arm! e<:0nomics of dissection
its use- The HSUS
eently dw
°Und that r COSt comParison and
at' for all five species we

looked at (shark, frog, rat, pig, cat),
the cost of purchasing a broad range
of alternative materials was lower
than that of purchasing animals to
dissect. For 270 students (two stu
dents per animal) over a three year
period, money saved ranged from
$344 (bullfrogs) to $4,342 (cats). If
you want to save even more money,
just borrow the alternative. The
HSUS, for instance, operates an Alter
natives Loan Program that currently
has over forty items available on a
temporary, free-of-charge basis.
Finally, there is environmental
protection. Many of the animals
harmed or killed for classroom use are
caught in the wild. Populations of
frogs and sharks, for instance, have
been seriously declining in recent
years, and while the specific impact
of their capture for classroom use is
not known, it is certainly not ecologi
cally beneficial. Moreover, the world
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"It was interesting.
Melissa Harris

"I freaked Jim Belushi."
Carmaiita Tolentino

"Everyone said I missed out on a
lot of things."
Arvin Amata

I'm glad they kept it because
homecomings gone."
Joe Nguyen

needs people who value environmen
tal stewardship and compassion for
life; dissection fosters neither.
Perhaps there are a few fields,
such as veterinary medicine, for
which cutting open and examining
the insides of dead animals is indis
pensable. But how ironic that healthy
animals would be killed for students
whose professional goal is to save
lives and ease suffering. Even vet
schools don't need to deliberately kill
animals to train their students. Con
ducting spay/neuter surgeries on ani
mals from the animal shelters, and
procuring deceased cats and dogs
from their owners who sign a consent
form are among the ethical ways that
growing numbers of vet schools are
procuring animals for their training
programs. And as for the use of ani
mals in medical school, consider that
27 of the nation's medical programs
don't use animals in their curricula,

ft

"I don't know if it was worth
$20,000 for Jim Belushi."
Aaron New

** * * *

i > <"• * < A 3 •

and at all but one of the remaining
schools the animal labs are optional.
Using animals to practice surgery has
been illegal in England for more than
100 years.
With all the suffering in the
world, should we really be adding to
it in our education programs? Is dis
section necessary when other learn
ing methods have been shown re
peatedly to effectively replace it? Is
there any justification for animal dis
section when it has so many counts—
animal killing, animal suffering, vio
lation of students' sensibilities, me
diocre educational merit, and envi
ronmental disruption—against it?
We think not.
Jonathan Balcombe, Ph.D.
Balcombe is a biologist and Associ
ate Director for Education, Animal
Research Issues with The Humane
Society of the United States.
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Classifieds

HELP WANTED
Mother's helper needed: Tues
day, Wednesday, Thursday, 58 p.m.: help with children,
laundry, dinner, or dishes! $5/
hour. Call Michelle at 9575755.

Start "our own Internet
Busines! Get rich! Visit http:/
/ w w w . u n i v e r s i t y .
toplinks.com

SlOOO's possible reading
books. Part time. At home.
Toll free 1-800-898-9778 xR8700 tor listings.

SlOOO's possible typing. Part
time. At home. Toll free 1800-898-9778 xT-8700 for list
ings.

FOR SALE

Seized cars from $175.
Porsches, Cadillacs, Chevy's,
BMW's, Corvettes. Also Jeeps
and 4WD's. Your area. Toll
free 1-800-898-9778 xA-8700
for current listings.

FOR RENT

Roomate wanted: to share 2
bedroom house. $325/
month, utilities paid, 2 miles
from UOP, bath, kitchen, and
laundry priviledges, pref. fe
male, non-smoker. Call 4737519 or 477-9107.

Seeking roomate: nonsmoker, $225/month plus
utilities, 2bed. condo, 10 min.
from UOP, fire place and
washer/dryer. Call 478-5467.

Roomate wanted: 1 room for
rent, 3BR, 2BA home, excel
lent Stockton neighborhood,
all utilities included. $380 per
month. Call Andrea at 9462115.

Christina Flowers
Classified Advertising
946-2115

10 part-time, flexible hours, to tact 476-8993 M-F after 4 p.m. cial Analyst (Req 18604) with
meet needs. Contact Walt and Saturday after 10 a.m., Finance/Accounting degree
Contact Lisa Mead (408) 974
Marshall (209) 939-3030. and mention UOP ad.
0808
FAX 974-9886.
Wallace and Martin Funeral
Win 3 free lift tickets!
Snowboarders-Skateboarders, Home 520 Sutter.
Lisa Orozco Lynch seeks
live bands, provert riders, tons
childcare provider. Live in for Circle K Company seeks Store
of swag! Infoline 415-357room and board and a small Managers/Management Train
WHAT. San Mateo Expo. Cen Stanford Shopping Center
salary.
Close to campus. Span ees for convenience stores,
ter, Nov. 2-3, Boardriders Concierge seeks "Holiday Cus
ish speaking prefered. Call Contact John Travale, 658
tomer
Greeters."
Each
shift
Expo.
will be 4 hours Friday, Satur 942-6105.
Commerce
Drive
#c,
days, and Sundays from the
Roseville, CA 95678, Phone
day after Thanksgiving until
(916) 786-8440 FAX 786-8521.
FUNDRAISERS
Christmas. Must be available
FULL TIME CAREER
for 5 weekend shifts and 3
OPPORTUNITIES
weekday shifts. $6.25/hour.
International Game Technol
Fast fundraisers available- raise Contact Ann Brennan (415)
ogy has Firmware Engineer
$500 or more in only one 617-8585 or (800) 772-9332.
Pacific Pre-Law Conference opportunities. Contact Rich
week! Greeks, clubs, moti
with
representatives of over 60 ard Wilder, Manager Firmware
vated individuals. Easy- NO fi
law
schools
will be at Stanford Engineering (702) 688-0576.
nancial obligation. For more
Prudential Healthcare seeks Wednesday, November 6,
information call: 1-800-862part-time data entry persons 10:30a.m.-2p.m. Call (415)
1982 ext. 33.
noon-4 p.m. Contact Melissa, 723-2426 with questions. Ulrich and Associates Medical
send resumes by FAX 951- UOP students welcome!
Recruiters has several open
9018
or mail 3121 W. March
ings for sales representatives
PART-TIME/WORK
Lane, Stockton 95219.
with leading pharmaceutical
STUDYJOBS
Comerica seeks candidates for company. Must have degree
Credit Analyst positions. Re and minimum one year out
American
Honda
seeks
mate
quires business courses, in side sales experience. Contact
Susan Farrens seeks childcare
rials
handlers
for
flexible
cluding
Intermediate Ac Doug Ulrich, 5530 Birdcage,
W, Th, F afternoons 2:307p.m. $6.25/hour plus mem hours. $9/hour. Contact Patti counting 1 and 2. Contact Suite 210, Citrus Heights
bership in Stockton Athletic Woodward 982-5090 or stop Melissa Cleborne, 333 West 95610, (916) 961-5757 FAX
by 123 D. S. Dervin Parkway Santa Clara Street, 5th Floor, 961-5780.
Clubs. Call 952-1132.
in French Camp.
San Jose 95113, (408) 5565345, FAX 556-5294.
UOP Records Department
Parsons Brinckerthoff Con
seeks Work Study or Non- AT&T Snyder seeks Sales Asso
struction Services seeks recent
Work Study Student Assistant ciate to work outside sales and J&J's Jensen Pharmaceutica Civil Engineering graduate for
for filing, copying and Banner events or malls. Flexible seeks Sales Reps. Contact Bert office/field engineering/man
activities. Must be able to schedule. Contact Mike Wickey (916) 632-3077 FAX agement responsibilities in
learn Banner system. Contact Lopez, 1-800-427-9666, 5250 632-7149.
Stockton. Projects include
Barbara at x2986.
Claremenot Avenue, Stockton
bridges, retaining walls, storm
95202.
drain pump station, etc. Con
Simplex Time Recorder seeks tact Bat Littell, (209) 951Kelly Freed Teen Center seeks
Building Systems Technical 4566, 7826 Amber Way Stock
Teen Coordinators (3 posi Officeteam seeks candidates Sales Representative with ton 95207.
tions) 20-32 hours/week days for marketing temp who BSEE or related degree. Con
and evenings to coordinate knows Excel and Word to cre tact Jim Brooks, 3054 Gold
teen activities. Contact
ate ads; hotel front desk per Canal Dr., Suite A, Rancho North American Medica
son, and various other posi Cordova 95670 (916)638- Management seeks Associate
tions. Contact Sally (209) 476- 7483.
Network Administrator wit
Kelly Ball, 466-1264 xl7, 343 6734 FAX 474-7152.
IBM PC, DOS, Windows and
E. Main Street, Room 602.
network software knowledgeSumitomo Bank seeks Ac Contact David Ritchie (20)
PrideStaff seeks candidates count Officer Trainee. Call 569-7404 FAX 572-7209,18W
PrideStaff has numerous temp with customer service skills Elizabeth Hopkins, 320 Cali Coffee
Road, Suite
•
and full-time positions. Call and French language abilities. fornia St., SF 94104 (415)445Modesto 95355.
477-6446 or visit 2800 W. Call or visit immediately, 2800 8741 FAX 445-3886.
March Lane #362.
W. March Lane #326, 4776446.
For additional information 0
Quaker Oats seeks Customer all postings visit Career e
Lowen Communications seeks
Service Rep in Stockton. Con vices located on the seC®"
5
telephone receptionists for na Marketing research firm seeks tact Jack Detzel, (209) 982floor of McConchie Hall/
tion-wide funeral home an Phone Interviewers for Satur 5580, Ext. 238.
West Stadium, Stockton,
swering service, accessed 7 day and Sunday and at least
95204 or call (209)946-230
days a week 24 hours a day. one week night shift. Clear
$7/hour to start. Will hire 8- speaking voice required. Con Apple Computer seeks Finan FAX 946-760.

UPCOMING EVENTS
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Erin Lewis
A&E Editor
946-2115

Movie review

Old gags die hard for Goldberg in 'The Associate'
JOSHUA POWELL

other discriminated group,
seems to be rather ineffec
tive. " The Chamber" may
Let's see if this sounds
have competition for worst
at all familiar.
ending of the year.
Character A can't get
Petrie's most recogniz
what he/she wants due to
able work, "Grumpy Old
being the wrong gender.
Men," had all the charm
Character A happens to
that he couldn't infuse
have an incredible skill at
into this film. Whoopi
makeup and prosthetics
works well with Daly and
(or has a gay male friend
has many good moments
who does) and is thereby
with Wiest, but that is
transformed into the spit
about all the film has to
ting image of a member of
offer.
the opposite sex.
The problem is prob
The only variation
ably more the story line
that makes Donald Petrie's
than anything else. The
new film, "The Associate,"
plot twists are somewhat
at all interesting is the fact
unbelievable, even for a
that an African-American
comedy. Moreover, how
w o m a n , W h o o p i
many people can really
Goldberg, has to become
identify with the life of an
a white male. I don't be
investment analyst?
lieve we've come across
"The Associate" is defi
that particular mix yet.
nitely worth seeing but
The story runs rather
perhaps as a video rental.
like "Tootsie" on Wall
Whoopi's scenes as Cutty
Street. Goldberg's charac
are amazing and not to be
ter, Laurel Ayres, is passed
missed.
over for promotion at the
Neuwirth's multiple
investment firm where
cheesecake shots could be
she works in favor of her
left out (she shows up in a
slimy partner Frank,
teddy, not once, but twice)
played by "Wings'" Tim
but Daly and Wiest make
Daly. She quits and opens
for some good interplay
up her own firm only to
with Goldberg.
find that the Old Boys of
Still, if you happen to
Wall Street will only deal
Whoopi Goldberg (left) and Dianne Wiest (right) do wonders for the mediocre material in "The be a big Whoopi Gol lberg
with a man.
fan, save the bulk of your
Associate."
So, to get business,
energy for "Ghosts of Mis
Ayres creates a fictitious owner of the
sissippi" in December. If half of the
diculous at best.
out to be one of a woman battling a
press is accurate, you'll need it.
firm, Robert Cutty. Suddenly, busi
male-dominated business. What
Though given old gags, Goldberg
ness flows in and Ayres makes Cutty
message is then given if she only suc
still shines. With her patented smile
ceeds by making herself into a man?
the biggest genius in business history.
and unbeatable timing, Whoopi car
Granted, "The Associate" isn't
ries the film squarely on her shoul
At this point, the film only steps
"The Associate"
trying to make us all stop and pon
on the toes of "Remmington Steele,"
ders and keeps it very well afloat.
der its deeper meaning, but the thread
(PG-13)
which is certainly no cardinal sin.
Without her, the film probably
of that conflict gets created and then
The movie getsoutofhandwhen
doesn't even get made, let alone have
two and one half stars
Robert Cutty is subpoenaed for in
lost during the film.
any success.
The plot keeps trying to drift to
sider trading, requiring Ayres to pro
Tim Daly, as Ayres' partnerward a strong statement in many
turned-enemy, confessed to having
duce a real boss. Of course, in that
Your average star ve
situation, the only thing to do is go
ways. Ayres doesn't have a love in
done no research on the film, which
is evident: Fortunately, Daly isn't
to your cross-dressing friend to see if
terest, avoiding any possibility of the
hicle, but the "male"
character defining herself through a
ne can make you look like a man.
playing Iago here and can get away
scenes are wonderful.
with doing his "used car salesman"
man.
In truth, the gag still works on
Bebe Neuwirth portrays a bimbo
the audience, as Goldberg looks
bit.
who gets ahead in business by being
rather dashing as Cutty: a sort of
"The Associate" is a light-hearted
a walking Victoria's Secret ad, while
You can catch this flick
eighteenth-century Marlon Brando
comedy. As such, it succeeds accept
Dianne Wiest, as Ayres' secretary,
with a lyric tenor voice. The only
ably well, mostly due to Goldberg.
at Holiday Cinema 8,
Sally, plays a dedicated and intelligent
Beyond sight gags and the occa
Problem is, even after Petrie pulls off
woman who gets ahead with hard
doing the "Mrs. Doubtfire" bit, he has
sional witty line, the film has noth
6262 West Lane, Stock
work. The buildup is there but never
to push it even farther when Ayres
ing to offer. As a comedy, it isn't
ton. Call 955-5680 for
gets the payoff.
decides she has to "kill" Cutty.
wildly amusing.
Even the ending, which purports
One inescapable problem the film
ihe unbelievably silly attempts
showtimes.
0 get rid of her fictitious boss are ri
to be a victory for women and any
has is the fact that Ayres' story starts

Pacifican staff writer
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A fresh perspective

How to cope when
everything seems to
disappear at UOP
uh...have a football team."
And I get the same look every
time. It's a look that says, "Where do
you come from? Outer space?"
After all, what is college without
football? UOP has its own zip codewhy not its own football team?
I notice the big wigs in the main
office are also reviewing quite a few
of the educational programs. Are
they by any slim chance going to
review the tost of tuition?
I have always been told that what
makes a great university are all the
different educational programs. Pro
grams like the School of Interna
tional Studies give people different
options tor career choices. Hopefully
they won't do anything to the
School of Dentistry, where I will be
headed in the future.

A1 FX 7 A M A N S K Y
Pacifican guest writer
I luxe onlv been .11 siliooi lor
'wo niontlis. ami alii-ady v\e jre

•>t 11 ting to u gister tor spring 1 lasses
\h E \ was surprised at m\ date
'• • legist t iiiij I asked hun ssI1.1t Ins
•\ is and lie to! I me it was a week be
'i n mm
V M am supposed to In

l.» K\ '

The Pacifican

One thing I have noticed about
this si I100I is the number of wedding
leremonies that are performed here.
It is rare tor a weekend to pass with
out a group ot people throwing rice
at two well-dressed people, while
tin s rate to their car which has Pepsi
tans attained to the bumper. I admit this campus is a really nice place
lo have pictures taken, but the Dean
of Admissions never told us about
this last year at Profile Day.
I have also noticed something
else that is lacking at this school.
I lieie don't appear to be any formal
d.uiu s W hat is the rationale behind
that'
I alwavs thought the older 1 got,
the more dances I would go to. Upon
entering junior high school, there
was a dance every month. In high
si hool there was one every two and
a halt months. Now that I am in col
lege, there aren't any at all.

I li s.n ! I sb mid be. sun e most
'if In: en li ts« no pnoritx whatso
i\i: V) I "b isiialls 1 om luded that
'u slum n liavi- to st rape the bottom
ot the bane! I01 1 lasses
IM tout si vou know what tho
i s ms Noah that's right evening
asses I re ills dislil e ev eilili.1 asses llu v mess up duuiei I his is
• »«•< ausi most evcmng 1 lasses go tin
t:i T 01 7 to. and the dining halls
1 losi at (> Is
I hen is one evening biologv lab
What a horrible pattern. I know
that stalls .it
I am just a
p m and goes
freshman, and
until It) p 111'
——
that I have no
Sorrs, but I |ust
class priority
After all, what is college
tan't be m t lass
over anyone,
without football? UOP has
tluit late.

but really, let's
Although. I
its own zip code—why not
try
to
do
like nearly e\
its
own
football
team?
something
ervthing about
ahout
this
this
school
problem.
(with the pos
One thing
sible exception of the dorm food), I
I will be looking forward to is being
was really disappointed when I
able to vote 011 November 5. It will
found out that the football team was
be the first presidential election for
dismantled.
me, and 1 am excited. I 'm glad the
I talk to my friends from UC. San
voting poll is in the McCaffrey Cen
Diego and Berkeley and they ask me,
ter and not in some remote area of
"So, been to any football games?" or
Stockton.
"How are the Tigers doing this year?"
Pacific is a really good school and
Then comes the sad part when I have
it can be a lot better...if it isn't con
to answer, "Oh, well,...we...don't,
stantly mutilated.

Volcanic music from the
queen of beauty, Tori Amos
FABIENNE SERRIERE
Pacifican guest writer
With a piano and a haunting
voice Tori Amos takes us by the hand
through her thoughts. Her newest
release, "Boys for Pele," is a startling
mixture of intense vocals, solitary
piano melodies and poetic lyrics. Tori
composes all the pieces completely
on her own and completely for her
self.
Tori Amos started playing the pi
ano at the age of two. When she was
five she entered Baltimore's Peabody
Conservatory and studied there un
til she was eleven. She left Peabody
because the school felt she wasn't
improving. Amos started playing in
clubs at age thirteen. She would play
some of her own compositions in
with the other music. After releasing
an unsuccessful "Y Can't Tori Read"
in 1988, the plucky redhead realized
that the piano was her means of com
munication.
"I wrap my arms around the pi
ano and embrace it. 1 see the piano
as a living being. I feel like the piano
hasn't been explored to its full poten
tial," said Tori in a 1992 interview.
Amos certainly explores the pi
ano in "Boys for Pele." "Blood Roses,"
the third song of the album, uses not
only piano, but harpsichord to back
up her haunting voice.
Her lyrics and the tone of her
voice grip you and pull you in. Im
ages drift in and out of the fog. Tori
says in "Father Lucifer": "nothing's
gonna stop me from floating" and the
piano tinkles out of the mist to rein
force her meaning.
"Boys for Pele" is full of surprises
as well. Each title is individual in its
own respect. "Professional Widow"
has rock influences, while "Way
Down" is a gospel piece.
"I've never considered myself to
be a great player. I'm just a really cre-

ative player—voicings and all that
stuff," Tori said of her skill as a pi a .
nist.
As a composer she is fabulous,
there is no doubt. After a melody is
presented, she leads to a new idea
and just when you think that there
is no way back to the original
melody, it returns. Creatively, there
is no match in the pop world for the
sounds she produces with her voice,
her piano, and her pieces.
"I could tell you any load of rub
bish about the way I write. The truth
is, 1 really don't know. Each song
came together in a completely dif
ferent way. What I can say is that,
generally, when I'm writing, things
start to flow," Amos said of her first
CD for Atlantic, "Little Earthquakes."
The listener can tell that Amos is
telling the truth, baring herself to the
world. Each inflection of her voice,
each piano chord, each breath is
Tori's real, naked self. Tori Amos has
bared all to her fans and now they
are reflecting their thankfulness in
internet pages.
Amos is finishing her U.S. tour
in Colorado this month. Previous
CDs by Tori Amos on the Atlantic
label include "Little Earthquakes'
(1991) and "Under the Pink" (1994).
Tori sums up her musical experi
ences: "There are many different
sides [to music], and the beauty
comes in exploring them."

41 YEARS of QUALITY
'Mantrfs"

•

C. -

A

•

F

•

E '

Breast of Chicken Sandwich
Marinated Carved from the Bone

"Stockton's Best"
Rotisserie Turkey
"The Real Tiling"

Rotisserie Chicken
wiih Fresh Herbs

Barbequed Beef

Sandw ich
from our Wood Burning Oven

STOCKTON'S ONLY
Drive-Thru Espresso

Fresh Pacific Red Snapper
Fish and Chips

featuring: Espresso Roma, Berkeley's Best

Fish Sandwich

We only use Pacific Coast NATURAL BEEF and pork..
Their feed is a sweet granola of com and grains..
The Old-fashioned way

• World's First Oyster Burrito • Fresh Fish Tacos
• jumbo Garlic Prawns • Rotisserie Chicken
• Fresh Squeezed Lemonade • Carne Asada
(grilled steak) • Carnitas (roast pork)

Phone Orders: (209) 952-6261
4601 Pacific Ave.
(one block south of March Lane)
We accept
ATM, VISA, Discover, & MasterCard

FRESH » NATURAL • NO LARD

on Sourdough

Freshly Steamed
Artichokes
Salads
"STOCKTON'S BEST"
EAST FOOD CAFF

1612 Pacific Ave.
463-6415

ATM. VIS, t Din-over &Ma*U*<"r
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Mmm, mmm, mmm. New albums from
Crash Test Dummies, The Heads, and more...
Wo TALKING]
INe* »>$»fix-to J>* Ht»dCi
IVSOO?<£
win Jctoene Naotf>r3*o
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|> tn Gay-:- FrxV.V

her

juakes
i

RYAN BAZELEY
Pacifican staff writer

Lives
Ed Kowalczwk,
Knwalr7u;E XTC's
vrr*.. Andy
*_ j
Live's Ed
Partridge and the Violent Femmes'
Gordon Gano.
Is it any goo,!? If you like alter
native music you'll love it. Everv
song features a different vocalist and
sounds new and different.
Can 1 listen to it on a date?
Some songs are a little too morbid,
and besides, playing an album called
' No Talking Just Head" may be a
little too forward.
Serve it with: Red wine and/or
Vodka.
Would my parents approve?
Only if you have really hip parents.
Kenna says: " This is the kind of

Would my parents approve?
1 hey would get up and dance to it.
Serve it with: Pi ha Coladas
Kenna says: "I don't understand
a word they're saying. I guess you
could mambo to it if you were
drunk."

Crash Test Dummies
"A Worm's Life"
Arista/BMG
Who are these guys? I he Crash
lest Dummies are a ( anadian ijuintet formed in 1990 because (accordIn i f t / \ • 1 %

%•!

. .

After only one article, I have
grown tired of the typical album re
r voict view format. I'm sick of preaching
eath my opinion of each CD to you.
105
So, in keeping with the
H
Pacifican's blistering rate of change,
I will be reviewing this week's offer
ings in a slightly new and exciting
b
format.
For this week's CD's I will tell you
at you really need to know: Who
are these guys? Is the album any
Rood. Can I listen to it on a date?
"at should 1 drink with it? And,
most importantly—would my par
ents approve?

The Pleasure Tuckers
"Tor Your Pleasure"
Cirita!

,a r!'US' as a bon"s in each review,
addmonal comments have been proAd by my roommate, Kenna.

The Heads

vuitsi reviewer: tsenna sasser

y° TalMng Just Head
MCA/Radioactive

album I would like to listen to in the
back seat of a car....Hey don't write
that! You're going to make me sound
like a drunk slut! Oh well, good
thing no one reads this paper any
way."

arech'rkf! theseW? The Heads
lantz' Jerry Harrison, and
Tim w
ing &°U|hf0rmer|yof the TalkThHCy have rePla«"
n
of Jtuect
3V
Byrne vvith a slew
Concrete
Napoiit,n Blonde's
Johnelte
Hutchence °ri
L
'
' B'°ndie's Debbie Harry,

iS,,""

aJ^ Which includes
NXS S

Feet," better. I his one tends to get a
little too melantholv at times
Can I listen to it on a date?
Some people may think that Brad
Roberts' deep voice sounds se\y, but
I'd stick with Barrv White.
Would my parents approve?
I hey would love it just don't tell
them that "Mv Morning Sunrise" is
about ereclions
Serse it with: \ ( hilled six pa< k
Kenna says: ~ I here's a picture
of a funny bird on the front 1 like
birds "

Various Artists
"Red Hot + Rio"
Antilles

and unable to play hockey. No one
even knew they existed clown here
until 1994 when MTV put "Mmm,
mmm, mmm, mmm," in the Buzz
Bin.
Is it any good? Frankly I liked
their last album, "God Shuffled His
r r

1 \J

f

Vt

A

1

KlL

6262 WEST LANE - 955-5600
Bargam Matinees in (
Aavance TicKet Sales Avaiiaoie at tne Bo* Of»>ce

Michael

Who are these guys? These guys
are bunch of artists thrown together
for another "Red Hot" AIDS benefit
album, this one with a Latin/Span
ish theme. Big names include Sting,
PVf Dawn, David Byrne, and Every
thing But The Girl.
Is it any good? Some of the tunes
sound authentically Latin, while
others are very cheesy attempts at
Spanish-style music. Basically, it
boils down to a bunch of North
Americans trying to play South
American music.
Can I listen to it on a date? Per
fect if you're on the beach, but good
luck finding one in Stockton.

LONDON

H O L I D A Y

1 EMlt

1 ROMEO AND JULIET
FRl-SUN (11 50 2 20 4 50) 7 25 10 10
MON-THUR
20 4 501 7 25 10 10

12

I THE ASSOCIATE

PG13 ^

FRl-SUN (12 00 2 30 5 00)7 35 1005
MON-THUR (2 30. 5 00) 7 35. 1005
1 H.GH SCHOOL HIGH
PG13 1
FRl-SUN (11 45. 1 45. 3 45 5 45) 7 45 9 45
MON-THUR (1 45 3 45 5 45) 7 45 9 45
1 TO GILLIAN ON HER 37TH BIRTHOAY
FRl-SUN (11 50. 1 50 4 15) 7 20 9 30
MON-THUR (1 50. 4 15) 7 20. 9 30
THINNER

PG13

R
FRl-SUN (12 05. 2 15.4 45) 7 15 9 40
MON-THUR (2 15.4 45) 7 15. 940

SLEEPERS

INDEPENDENCE DAY
FRl-SUN (12 45.4 05)7 10.9 50
MON-THUR (405) 7 10 950

$265

Paris
Madrid
Guatemala
Hong Kong
Bangkok

$245
$249
$249
$308
$348
Fjwixiwx

iMis v*FTCs rovt* at his $3 $45. chtncfc
ntsTu*"* -»
OL-WJK (HMCti
MKT* >DKMM
CSI#! OC8O0O-SO

Council
National Reservation Center

R
FRl-SUN (12 20.3 40) 7 00. 10 00
MON-THUR: (3 40) 7 00. 1000

GHOST AND THE DARKNESS
FRl-SUN (1140.2 05.4 35)7 05.935
MON-THUR (2 05. 4 35)705. 9 35

W h o a r e t h e s e g u y s ? \ punk
rock band from Spain trving to gain
notoriety by using lots and lots of
bad words. A frightening combina
tion of I.os l.obos, Bad Brains, and
Tourette's syndrome.
Is it any good? No.
Can I listen to it on a date? No.

R

PG13

^
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a valid sticker. See description in the
Campus Movie Review section.

ON CAMPUS

McCaffrey Center Movie: "The
Rocky Horror Picture Show," mid

Chi Alpha Christum Fellowship
Holiday Party, noon. President's
Room.

night. 8 p.m. at the McCaffrey Cen
ter Theater. General Admission is $3,
$1.50 for seniors and children under
12* Free to UOP students with a valid
sticker. See description in the Cam
pus Movie Review section.

Community Involvement Pro
gram Halloween Party, 7 p.m.
Bechtel International Center.
Exotic Erotic Ball, 8 p.m. to 11
p.m. An alcohol free event sponsored
by the Crossroads Prevention Pro
gram.
Flu Shots available at the Health
Center, 10 a.m. to 11:30 a.m. Ap
pointments not necessary. Cost is $5
For more information call the Flu
Shot l ine at 946-2097.

Muslim Student Association
Meeting, 5 p.m. Bechtel Center.
Pacific Music Therapy Associa
tion Coffee-House/Halloween Party,
8 p.m. McCaffrey Static Attic.

Friday November 1
ON CAMPUS

Forensii learn Weekly Prai tit e,
6 p.m. to 9 p.m. Room 247 of the Li
brary. All students interested in
speech and debate are invited to
watch the team in action or contact
Shaye Dillon or Jennifer Mercieca for
more information about OOP's
speech and debate team

Arcliania Cheesy Mardi Gras
F.vent, 9 p.m. at Archania. (See this
week's highlight)

M.L.C.H.A. VVeekh Meeting, 8
p m Bechtel ( enter

DeMarcus Brown Studio Theatre in
the Drama Building. Presented by the
Drama and Dance Department. Gen
eral admission is $8, seniors and stu
dents S4. Call 946-2116 to reserve
tic kets.

McCaffrey (enter Movie: "Ihe
(rmv"8p.m 8 p.in at the Mc( affrey
Center 1 heater General Admission
is $-i, SI SO for seniors and children
under 12. I ree to UOP students with

ON CAMPUS MOVIE REVIEW:

McCaffrey Center Movie:
"The Crow" October 31 - No
vember 3,8 p.m. The amazing
final performance of Brandon
Lee. Based on James O'Barr's un
derground comic book, the
Crow is the story of murdered
mad who is resurrected from
the dead to seek revenge and set
things right. Brandon Lee, Ernie
Hudson, Michael Wincott.
Miramax Pictures. Directed by
Alex Proyus. Rated R; 100 min
utes; 1994.
McCaffrey Center Movie:
"The Rocky Horror Picture
Show" October 31, midnight.
The most famous, and bizarre,
music/cult movie of all time. A
young, but dull couple discov
ers the demented and kinky
transvestite Dr. Frank Furter.
Don't forget your costume and
be prepared to sing along. Rated
R; 100 minutes; 1975.

Crossroads Prevention Program
Monthly Dinner, 6 p.m. at the Red
wood Room.
"Crimes of the Heart" 8 p.m.

( onsen atory of Music present s:
University Hand Concert with Trie
Hammer, conductor. 8 p.m. lave
Spanos Concert Hall.
Drug & Alcohol Counselor Cer
tificate Course F-3: Special Issues, in
structor Ticka Simon-Rossetto, 5-7
p.m. Additional Class Meetings will
be held November 8-9, 9 a.m. to 4
p.m. WPC. 219. Fee: $75. Students
may register for class at McConchie
Hall or by calling 946-2424.
McCaffrey Center Movie: "The
Crow"8 p.m. 8 p.m. at the McCaffrey
Center Theater. General Admission
is $3, $1.50 for seniors and children
under 12. Free to UOP students with
a valid sticker. See description in the
Campus Movie Review section.
Office of International Services
Halloween Party, 8 p.m. Bechtel
Lounge.
Phi Delta Tlieta Meet & Greet, 9
p.m at Phi Delta Townhouses.
Pharmacy Showcase 1996,9 a.m.
Pharmacy Building Flallways.

UOP Libraries 1995/1996 Lec
ture Series presents Cynthia Wagner.

Contemporary Business Issues from
Philosophy, Eastern, Western and An
cient Cultures, noon. Taylor Confer
ence Room.

OFF CAMPUS
Delta College Drama Depart
ment presents the play: Molier's
"Tartuffe." Tillie Lewis Theater, San
Joaquin Delta College, 5151 Pacific
Avenue, Stockton. Contact the Delta
College Box Office at 474-5110 for
ticket information.

Saturday November 2
ON CAMPUS
"Crimes of the Heart," 2 p.m. &
8 p.m. DeMarcus Brown Studio The
atre in the Drama Building. Presented
by the Drama and Dance Depart
ment. General admission is $8, se
niors and students $4. Call 946-2116
to reserve tickets.
McCaffrey Center Movie: "The
Crow"8 p.m. 8 p.m. at the McCaffrey
Center Theater. General Admission
is $3, $1.50 for seniors and children
under 12. Free to UOP students with
a valid sticker. See description in the
Campus Movie Review section.

OFF CAMPUS
Delta College Drama Depart
ment presents the play: Molier's
"Tartuffe." Tillie Lewis Theater, San
Joaquin Delta College, 5151 Pacific
Avenue, Stockton. Contact the Delta
College Box Office at 474-5110 for
ticket information.
National Civil War Encamp
ment, 10 a.m. Kautz Ironstone Vine
yards, 1894 Six Mile Road, Murphys
(209) 728-1251. Civil War Era En
campments And Battle Reenactments.

Sunday November 3
ON CAMPUS

Campus Movie Review section.

OFF CAMPUS
Delta College Drama Depart
ment presents the play: Molier's

"Tartuffe." Tillie Lewis Theater, San

Joaquin Delta College, 5151 Pacific
Avenue, Stockton. Contact the Delta
College Box Office at 474-5110 for
ticket information.
National Civil War Encamp
ment, 10 a.m. Kautz Ironstone Vine
yards, 1894 Six Mile Road, Murphys
(209) 728-1251. Civil War Era En
campments And Battle Reenactments.

Monday November 4
ON CAMPUS
ASUOP Senate Meeting, 9 p.m.
McCaffrey Center Conference Room.
Conservatory of Music Compos
ers Club Concert, 8 p.m. at the Re
cital Hall. Call 946-2415 for ticket in
formation.
Flu Shots available at the Health
Center, 5:30 p.m.. to 6:30 p.m. Ap
pointments not necessary. Cost is $5.
For more information call the Flu
Shot Line at 946-2097.
The Stockton Symphony Connec
tion, 7:30 p.m. Buck Hall 123.

OFF CAMPUS
Delta College Drama Depart
ment presents the play: Moliers
"Tartuffe." Tillie Lewis Theater, San
Joaquin Delta College, 5151 Pacific
Avenue, Stockton. Contact the Delta
College Box Office at 474-5110 for
ticket information.

Tuesday November 5
ON CAMPUS
Chi Alpha Christian Bible Study
& Meeting, 7 p.m. Z-Building Northwest.

"Crimes of the Heart," 5 p.m.
DeMarcus Brown Studio Theatre in
the Drama Building. Presented by the
Drama and Dance Department. Gen
eral admission is $8, seniors and stu
dents $4. Call 946-2116 to reserve
tickets.

Confidential HIV testing at the
Health Center, 6 p.m. to 8 p.m.

McCaffrey Center Movie: "The
Crow" 8 p.m. 8 p.m. at the McCaffrey
Center Theater. General Admission
is $3, $1.50 for seniors and children
under 12. Free to UOP students with
a valid sticker. See description in the

ing, instructor Roland Anderson, p.m. Additional class meetings will
held November 7,12 & 14, 6 p.m10 p.m. WPC 219. Fee: $75. stude"[e
may register for class at McConc
Hall or by calling 946-2424.

Conservatory of Music Recital, 8
p.m. Morris Chapel.
Drug & Alcohol Counselor Cer
tificate Course: Adolescent Counse
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CALENDAR
HIGHLIGHT:

Archania s Cheesy Mardi Gras Celebration
v.;

Plaid bell bottoms, butterfly collars and medallions
are sure sights that Archama's "Cheesy" func tion is just
around the corner.
Cheesy, a party in the ugliest men's and women's
apparel possible, is a long standing tradition at
Archania. Friday, November 1, marks the tiltcenth an
niversary Cheesy celebration. However, Ibis year's event
has an added twist. Cheesy lias been combined with
t h e i m a g i n a t i o n a n d / e s t <>l m a r d i g r a s .
"It's a great tradition," said l \ liohb. 'It i s t h e o n e
day during the year (bat all m\ old i lotbes . "in.' I
k
into style."

This could be you! Archaniu's Cheesy Mardi Gras celebration takes place
on Friday, November 1st.

Flu Shots available at the Health
Center, 10 a.m. to 11:30 a.m. Ap
pointments not necessary. Cost is $5.
For more information call the flu
Shot Line at 946-2097.
Muslim Student Association
Weekly Meeting, noon. WPC 130.

Forensic Team Weekly Informa
tional Meeting, 5 p.m. 2191 land I tall.
All students interested in speech and
debate are invited to attend or con
tact Shaye Dillon or Jennifer Mercieca
for more information about UOP's
speech and debate team.

OFF CAMPUS

Middle Eastern Student Assoc ia
tion Meeting, 8 p.m. YVPC 121

Delta College Drama Depart
ment presents the play: Molier's
hirtuffe." Tillie Lewis Theater, San
Joaqum Delta College, 5151 Pacific
Avenue, Stockton. Contact the Delta
College Box Office at 474-5110 for
ticket information.

OFF CAMPUS

Wednesday November 6

UPCOMING EVENTS

°N CAMPUS
MPPAmerican Student

°>nfeS,Ce KmMCCaffrey

Delta College Drama Depart
ment presents the play: Molier's
"Tartuffe." Tillie Lewis Theater, San
Joaquin Delta College, 5151 PacificAvenue, Stockton. Contact the Delta
College Box Office at 474-5110 for
ticket information.

Union

Cen'e'

t>refpt?rtl?rat Scho°l °f Business
sneat S r ^ a c '0c Business Forum with

S&Salk'6pmFaye
Forcpl!yll'"ent Management Task

Cent'elavaU***>!e at the Health
Pointmpni pm" to 6:30 P m - A P"
F°r morp ^ T n e c e s s a r > Cost is $5.
Shot i in l n f o r m a tion call the Flu
1 lne at 946-2097.

Annual Boys & Girls Club Tele
thon, November 19, 4:30-11:30 P.M.
545 West Alameda, Manteca (209)
239-5437. Annual Fund-Raiser. Food,
Entertainment, TV Auction, Tele
thon, Silent Auction. Admission is
free.
Cooking Seminar, November 10,
12:00-3:00 p.m. - Kautz Ironstone
Vineyards, 1894 Six Mile Road,
Murphys (209) 728-1251.
"Latin America from the Oval
Office," by Dr. Richard Feinberg,
President Clinton's Former Advisor
on Latin American Affairs, 7:30 p.m.
Bechtel International Center. Lecture
is presented by the Bishop Miller Lec-

So look into the but k oi \ o n r c I n s e t t o r t b o s i • m i , u
style pants and that ugly sweater your unit ni.ule, but
you didn t base the beait to tbiow away tirab sour
mardi gras mask and don t forget to i I m k nut tbis \eai s
Cheesy Mardi Gras celebration at \ri b.inia on linlax
night. (As long as you ieineuibcr sour in isk. sou
shouldn't be too embat rassed. i

hire < 'ommittee and the Si liool i>! In
teni.ition.il Studies.
Museum Family Program. \«>
vember 9, 1:30-4:30 p.in lluggin
Museum, Stockton (209) 462-1566
S |X 'cial afternoon family program lor
c hildren of all ages featuring handson art centers and other activ ities in
spired by the museum's collections
and exhibits.

limit Bout I isliing ( ontest 'oi
idult i Itild teams ind seniors \o
s ember 9, r, fo.i m I.MOpm S I per
sehIc le admission Oak (nose lie
gional I'ark, Stockton San loaijun
( ountv Parks Fs Recreation Depart
ment. Contact Hob McMillen '20''
953 SSOO tor more intormation

Is your
dub or
organization
having an event?
Send information to
Andrea Miller at
The Pacifican or call
her at 946-2115
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Women have rights; Ladies have privileges
SOTERA FACUNDO BARKER
Pacifican guest writer
You can call me a babe,
a chick,
a girl,
a broad,
ball and chain, whatever.
But please don't call me a lady.
"Ladies Day"
sounds like a special halt-off sale
at J.C.. Penney's.
It sounds like the one day a month
the) let ladies in over
at the Muskrats' Club,
or
a meeting
of the Future Farmerettes.
1 adies join committees,
plant dahlias,
read improving texts,
send money in to worthy causes
1 adies collect

Early American glass,
take classes in flower
aranging, write verse
and wear clean underwear
in case of a wreck.
Ladies are refined,
tactful,
charming.
They smell of lavender water,
call you "dear,"
and
have only a vague idea
of where the familybank accounts
are kept.
Someone calls me a lady,
and I feel as if I am standing
in a flowered dress
and
a hat and a veil
presiding ox er a jumble sale
in Leeds, England,
or
that I've been promoted

Do you doodle in
class when you
should be paying
attention to the
professor? Don't
feel guilty—The
Pacifican wants to
pay you for your
doodling efforts! If
you have a
hankering for
illustration, contact
Erin Lewis, A&E
Editor, at The
Pacifican, or call
her at 946-2115.

that women are no more
innately precious than men.

to the English gentry.
Ladies don't join the Army,
but if they did,
they are kept well back,
out of harm's way.
Ladies have privileges.
But women.
Women smell of oil,
sweat, musk, baby powder,
sour milk and blood.
They read the Wall Street Journal,
pornography, poetry, novels,
chemistry texts and
the scribblings
on bathroom walls.
They buy tools,
cars, sex toys, iguanas,
Ilarley-Davidsons,
and drum sets; they drive
tanks and take
their chances at being killed
along with the boys,
on the supposition

Women are greedy,
cowardly,
vain,
unscrupulous
and mean as snakes
in a summer's night
yet,
cuddly
as a teddy bear.
Women keep cool
under pressure.
They are generous,
trusting, funny and
lustful — that woman
eyeing you from over
the carburetor she's fixing
has something interesting
on her mind,
and she don't mean night school.
Ladies have privileges. Women have
rights.
So please don't call me a lady.

Oak
Park

UOP DISCOUNTS

at

c
Q.
<

nm
Railroad
Tracks

with Student I.D.
on food, games,
and more!

3900 WEST LANE
466-3317
res

West Lane
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Cancun restaurant: Not exactly a Mexican paradise
CHRISTINA FLOWERS
staff writer

•i'Mr*.,

\

•

pacifican

I had long been searching for a
good Mexican restaurant in Stockton
when it was recommended that I try
Cancun.
Cancun Mexican restaurant is lo
cated on a one-way street in down
town Stockton, which, along with the
business traffic, made it very difficult
to find.
After twenty minutes of search
ing, we eventually made our way up
aside street, driving many blocks past
the restaurant in order to then turn
onto the one-way street. This may be
the only way to reach Cancun as it is
located on a corner of northern El
Dorado.
From the outside street, Cancun
appears small, although it is actually
a very large, spacious restaurant.
Upon entering the restaurant, we
waited near the entrance for quite a
while to be seated. We eventually
seated ourselves at a table near the
back when no one came to see us.
The restaurant was not particu
Cancun Mexican restaurant: too bad the food isn't as good as the
larly crowded. Many of the tables and
booths were empty. Besides the large
combination plates that combine
1 didn't have the nerve to even
amount of seating, Cancun is deco
various items, including burritos,
try the taco, but I reluctantly took a
rated with mural paintings of many
tacos,
enchiladas,
tostadas,
bite of the enchilada. I guess it was
traditional-looking Hispanic indi
chimichangas, chile rellenos and taO.K. It was rather bland and was just
viduals and scenes.
males. All entrees are served with tor
a tortilla filled with really gray
Halloween decorations of jack o'
tillas, rice, beans and a salad.
chicken.
It certainly wasn't tasty but
interns streamed across the ceiling,
Cancun is extremely inexpensive,
I did finish it.
giving the restaurant an approach
especially for a sit-down restaurant.
I also got some more of those nice
able, friendly and comfortable feel.
Dinner and lunch entrees range in
gray and runny beans, which looked
Cancun is a family owned and
price between $3-$6.
even less appetizing alone than on
run traditional-style Mexican restau
Less than five minutes after tak
the now-soggy nachos. My rice
rant and has the typical atmosphere
ing our order, our waitress brought
looked
and tasted all right, but it sat
of a family business.
our appetizer. The nachos consisted
in a clump on my plate as if it had
got
the
impression that many
f '
of chips, beans and a generous
been served from a ice cream scooper.
th„ C customers visited regularly, as
amount of jack cheese.
You would think that I could at
y Wt're greeted familiarly and chatt ,
The beans were a little runny, but
least rely on the classic salad, but it
ted with the servers.
the nachos tasted fine. I thought they
was nothing more than a bed of
wit
k°ot^ we choose was padded
seemed a little plain.
shredded lettuce and a squashed up
red cushions. I kept slidHowever, we did not even have
hiri
bench-like seat because it
time to start on them because our din
b,K,->C-ri!le ur,hooked from the wood
ner plates arrived two minutes later.
eParation left me looking
at a
Iam all for fast food and efficient
ttlat exposed a crevice of
old
service, but when my meal is pre
d particles and spare change.
pared and arrives less than ten min
n , o t P art'cularly impressed
With
utes after ordering, I get a little ap
Cancun
°'<s or cleanliness of
prehensive.
I was even more so after looking
sal^iVe ^ere Hu'ckly served chips and
at my plate. I ordered a combination
were'r LCh weren,t bad. The chips
plate with a chicken enchilada and a
salsa ,12 and homemade but the
beef taco, which was served along
u8h disguised in a ceramic
dish \
with the promised beans, tortillas,
' asted a lot like Pace Picante.
rice and salad.
stand V3S ratller difficult to underI was not impressed with my
fricndi°Ur Waitress' but she was very
meal's appearance. My enchilada was
eager to help. Our order
war
Was ra £and
~ eager
covered in a brown-lookingglaze that
only a few minutes after
we
appeared more like gravy than sauce.
seated ourselves.
I guess Iexpected my taco to be filled
'nclud nCUn.menu is extensive and
with either shredded or ground beef,
with rfS ^'Pica' Mexican dishes made
but instead it had only three large
Their h
' ^ee^' ch'cken or cheese.
cubes of reddish meat and a lot of
lnner menu consists of several
shredded lettuce.

tomato.
I was not impressed by my \isit
to Cancun. 1 left rather hungry ami
with a not-so-pleasant feeling in my
stomach. Maybe I am just unable to
appreciate so-called traditional Mexi
can cooking. But honestly, I would
prefer San Felipe to Cancun any day.
The service was friendly and fast
and the prices are very inexpensive,
but if you are looking for fast and
cheap try Taco Bell. If you are look
ing for quality Mexican food try
someplace else.
The Cancun
248 N. El Dorado
465-6810
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Men'sj Basketball
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Preview

Basketball team hot to trot this S

C.
COLTON
C. COLTON

Pacifican guest writer

When the Tigers hit the hard
wood this season, fans will cheer on
a men's team that is receiving na
tional attention and handling a tough
m hedule featuring nationally ranked
power Georgetown.
f ast year, the Tigers went 15-12
<11/ lig West Conference). They
started out rather slowly yet finished
strong with eight wins in their last
nine games to finish in second place
m the Big West.
I lus year's schedule is not an easy
one tor the tigers as they will face the
much improved Fresno State, BVU
and Pcppercline as well as 1996 NCAA
tournament teams Santa Clara and
Georgetown. How, you ask, did UOP
sit a game against Georgetown.'
\c cording to Head Coach Boh
I hoinason, Georgetown was originalls scheduled to play Canisius, a
New V.rk school that hacked out at
the last minute leasing an opening
which tit nicely into the tigers' sched
ule
'It 's a great opportunity to play a
"•"""i.tl ranked team, plus to play a
national ranked team on a neutral
couit, " said I homason. I he game
against Georgetown will he played in
Halifax, Nova Scotia, Canada on Dec.
• H as an event to generate interest in
college hall, the game will he tele-

Adam Jacobsen, who earned All-Big
All-Bit;
West Second Team honors for the sec
ond straight year.
Jacobsen added, "We have a great
schedule."
The Tigers are also gaining na
tional respect. Dick Vitale, a college
basketball analyst, has a preseason
hoop magazine that has picked UOP
as a Rip Van Winkle" sleeper team
(read: a team to watch). In many
other preseason magazines they are
picked to finish no lower than sec
ond place in their division of the Big
West Conference.
Despite all the hoopla, Thomason
insisted that the Tigers' job is to be
the best team that they can be. That
shouldn't be too difficult, as the Ti
gers return 14 players from last year's
sc]uad, included seven seniors and
four starters.
I lie frontcourt could be menac
ing when you consider that 6-9 se
nior Vic rrierweiler (6.0 ppg, 7.0 rpg),
and 6-10 junior Rayne Mahaffey (10.8
ppg, 3.8 rpg) return along with much
improved 7-0 center Michael
Olouokandi. Depth at the forward
positions doesn't stop there with
tough-nosed 6-5 senior forward Tim
Nordahl <5.9 ppg), 6-9 junior Nick
foster, 6-5 senior Travis Schlaht, 6-7
Barry Marvel, and 6-5 Aaron
VVohc/ko.

I he backcourt will also be stacked
with great shooters and ball handlers
like Jacobsen (14.1 ppg, 38%3-pt FG)
senior point man Monty Owens (6.3
PPg); senior rim Bowman, and

v lsec I on |S|\\.

"Noil know you always want to
'
, t , K ' , H ' s t teams. I hat tells how
«<><>'l sou are," said senior guard
.

u,,u

season
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The men's basketball team makes the most out of their practices!SCOTT K/
sophomore Scott Thomason. Senior
Mark Boelter likes to light up the 3
pointers and 6-3 junior swing man
Corey Anders (8.5 ppg) is so versatile
that he could play a small forward
position.
I he team also brought in two
Ireshmen newcomers: 6-6 Bill Walton
(no relation to the famed pro) and 65 Ben Esplin from nearby Sonora and
Vacaviile respectively. Walton has
already decided to redshirt so he will
not lose a year of eligibility and Esplin
has no plans to redshirt.
'he entire coaching staff remains
re
The

intact as assistant coaches
Marcopulos, Ron Verlin, and
Major join Thomason at the be
Team chemistry should be
improved as the Tigers were at
gain more experience over the
mer with an exhibition tri
Canada. They won six games
generally played well. Thomason
that it was a great trip because i
lowed players who didn't noru
play to get game experience.
"The chemistry is just a vvl
half a year ahead of a lot of o
teams because of our trip to Canai
said Jacobsen.

K"9 ln Stockton: A favorite sport for many

^
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Seen

Pacifican guest writer
Kain or shine, sunset or sundown
one event remains constant at UOP
along the Caliveres River: the sport
logging. At any time of the day

mn

0

r W

a

lki

W y o u r s l , rroundines m ?i7" U S t
ings and don t expose yourself to un-

"epo'S"' i a n «e^ r o b l ems have been
East year we had two reported
a , ° n « the levee between

hw'th f ' n d .'°S8 e r s of all ages push
ing their bodies into the best shane

Manyiin^",, jogging to be the
est aerobic, and safest form of exer
ase one could possibly do, but cam
pus police and individual joggers sav
that you have to be very c a eful when
running along the river, due to the
constant risk of crime.
Sgt. Bill Hansen of the UOP Pubhe Safety said, "Crime has no imita-

9

tions and all people are potential vic-

nd
a d
L
cent

til? n e ' a " d S t a g g H 1 « h School,
there have also been many reX U a l harassment and inde
p
exposure toward women jog-

Sen't - C S a f K l ' " N ° m a t t e r w h at your
gender is, if you're jogging along the
evee you must always do it in day
S and

» Partner."

Hapten

Despite the potential problems
many runners say they love the area'

Depending „„

what time

you're running I believe the levee is
one of the safest places in Stockton
run, said Chris Crichton a fre9 u e n t u o p jogger. "I wouldn't suga l o n e ' because
even Ttf h'' 1 f °
even I had a confrontation with a
couple of guts who wanted my
Walkman. I just ignored them and

alone/'""'" 8 ' a " d ' U C k i l y t h e y l e f t

me

Lauren Parsons a UOP cross counS U 8« e s t
matter n(? h a 8 r e e d '
matter what( time of day it is a
should always have at least one
ging partner. I will never run on

no
m>i
jog
the

S e , t i n 8 d a 'C « 1' I
donl £ "
don t have a partner," she said
l e S S i n t i m i d a ted by the
aura /h 7*
aura that surrounds the levee.
•
"Yeah

1 do believe that you shouldn
after dark, and should probabl
in pairs, but I have more fear o
ning into a snake, than a robber
UOP student Greg Coletti.
Another friendly jogger
"I've been running this same
for almost 5 years and 1 have
run into any conflicts, or hear c
but then again I have always rui
ing the day."
Hansen said there also are
•
portedJ crimes
in the area. "The
"
"
" as; indecen
many crimes
such
muv
sure that are simply not report
cause they seem minute, but th
still crimes. Crime doesn't c
you're male, or female, black,'
brown, or yellow, it happens
you least expect it to."

Susie Berg
Sports Editor
946-2115
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Freshmen Tigers make it out of the woods
freshmen golfers have exceeded expectations

MIKE DALGETY
Pacifican staff writer

Last weekend, the Tiger golf team
wrapped up its four-tournament fall
schedule by placing 13th in the
Fresno Lexus Golf Classic. The Tigers
also placed seventh in the Nike
Northwest Classic, fifth in the Chase
Chevrolet Invitational, which the Ti
gers hosted, and third in the USF In
vitational at the Olympic Club in San
Francisco.
Ted Ballmer, Pacific's first year

coach, hit the ground running the
first day he set foot on campus. After
all, the Tigers were scheduled to hit
the course in tournament play less
than one month after his arrival.
Of Pacific's eight varsity players,
four are freshmen.
"Obviously, our freshmen are a
big part of our team," said Ballmer.
"As a group, they performed well

above my expectations. They are very
mature both emotionally and physi
cally, and as a golfer it is important
to keep your emotions under control
in order to make good decisions," he
said.
"Kevin Wolf solidified himself as
a significant contributor to the team,
and Jason Preeo showed his great
competitiveness in the Chase
Chevrolet Tournament at Saddle
Creek. He was leading the tourna
ment entering the final round, but
was stricken with food poisoning
during the final round. I am as proud
of his finishing the third round as I
was of his play over the first two
rounds," said Ballmer.
Returning this season for Pacificare senior Sean Corte-Real and jun
ior Herbert Fcrster.
"Sean finished second four times
last year, and broke through to win

Tigers victorious in
field hockey finale
MIKE DALGETY
Pacifican staff writer
After dropping the first two
games of their three-game weekend
roadtrip last weekend, the Tigers field
hockey team came from behind to
win their third and final game Sun
day afternoon.
Karey Knowles scored the gamewinning goal with 8:52 remaining in
the first sudden-victory overtime pe
riod, lifting the Tigers past the Ohio
Bobcats in a non-conference game at
Columbus, 3-2. The team was given
ample time to celebrate their victory
m Columbus when a flight delay kept
them from returning to Stockton un
til late Monday afternoon.
Pacific trailed the Bobcats 2-0 at
the end of the first half of play, but
Karey Knowles and Jennifer Clanton
each scored a goal in the second half
to force the overtime period.
Knowles' game-winning overtime
8oal resulted from a direct corner, and
was assisted by Jennifer Clanton and
Kim Gartland. Tiger goalkeeper Sandy
Jones earned her first career victory.
Maggie Downey scored a goal
with 8:04 remaining in double over
time to lead Kent State past Pacific in
a non-conference game Friday after
noon at Columbus, 3-2.
Karey Knowles and Kim Gartland
each scored a goal for the Tigers, and

Pacific goalkeeper Sandy Jones regis
tered 17 saves for the afternoon.
With the Tigers leading 2-1 late
in the game, the Golden Flashes tied
the game on a penalty stroke with
1:22 remaining in the contest. The
Tigers were playing short-handed
when the game-tying goal was scored
due to a yellow card which was issued
to Jennifer Clanton late in the sec
ond half. The Tigers were also play
ing short-handed when the gamewinning goal was scored by Downey
as a red card was issued to Clanton
in the second overtime period.
Britta Eickhoff scored a hat-trick
to lead the 10th ranked Ohio State
Buckeyes past Pacific in a non-con
ference game Saturday afternoon at
Columbus, 5-1.
Sarah Wright scored her first ca
reer goal for the Tigers off an assist
from Jennifer Clanton.
Pacific goalkeeper Jocelyn Castillo
registered 15 saves, and Karey
Knowles recorded her sixth defensive
save of the season.
"We really played well over the
weekend," said Head Coach Carla
Konet. "Friday's loss was disappoint
ing. We were only down to (10th
ranked) OhioState 2-1 at the half, and
after Friday's loss, we were deter
mined not to let the Ohio game slip
away."

the USF Invitational at the Olympic
Club in San Francisco two weeks ago,"
said Ballmer. "The win was very ex
citing for him, and I am gratified to
have created an environment where
he can build and improve upon last
season."
"Herbert turned his season
around last week at the Fresno tour
nament as he tied for 11th," said
Ballmer. "He experienced back
spasms early in the season, but was
prepared in Fresno. If we keep him
healthy, which shouldn't be too hard,
he should have a great spring."
With team finishes ot seventh,
fifth, third, and 13th, the Tigers have
high expectations for their spring sea
son.
"One of our goals is to win the
national championship," said
Ballmer.

Senior Scan Corte-Real tees

Intramural season begins
The Pacifican
Volleyball has begun! Pacilic
Intramurals looks forward to another
exciting season of Volleyball. Teams
have begun their journey towards
playoffs and life's ultimate goal:
WINNING AN INTRAMURAL
CHAM PIONSf 11P T-SHIRT!! With all
the fun going on right now, don't
forget to get you team(s) together for
3v3 and the Pre-Holiday Basketball
Tournaments! Speaking of basket
ball, Pacific IM is currently looking
for basketball officials and score
keepers. If interested in either of

these paid positions, please stop by
the 1M office in Main Gym or call
946-2716.
There are still some activities left
this semester so come pick up the
entry forms for these sports soon:

Bowling

One day tournament takes place
tomorrow at Pacific Bowl

3V3

Entries now open! Entries close
Nov. 13th

Basketball

Pre-holiday Entries open Nov.
18th Entries close Dec. 3rd

Tigers spoil Davis' homecoming
RYAN BAZELEY
Pacifican staff writer
With the possible exception of
the huge parties and the football
game, UC Davis' homecoming festivi
ties were all but ruined last weekend
by the UOP water polo team. The
Tigers traveled to Davis last Saturday
for the homecoming match and left
with another win under their belts,
defeating the Aggies 9-6.
Fed by the enthusiasm of their
crowd, the ninth ranked Aggies
played hard and tough. At half-time
the score was deadlocked 4-4, but as
the second half progressed the Tigers
slowly pulled away. The Tigers held
Davis scoreless in the third quarter
and by the fourth quarter the Tigers

had built up a 8-4 lead. Refusing to
give up, the Aggies fought back and
brought the score to within two, but
with less than 30 seconds left in the
match, UOP's Antony Cullwick put
the game out of reach with a goal
from half-pool, sealing the 9-6 vic
tory.
The Tigers picked up another vic
tory last Thursday with an easy win
over 18th ranked Santa Clara. Un
challenged from the start, the Tigers
came home with an easy 16-6 victory.
UOP was led in scoring by Matt
Braun, who scored four goals. Daniel
Satchkov, Brad Schumacher, Ryan
Bazeley, Ryan Price, Ryan Esposto,
and Jim Wyles each scored twice for
the Tigers.
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Tigers pounce on Nevada during Fall Festival
MARK MASON
Pacificon staff writer
Last weekend the Tigers took
University of Nevada, Reno's
team and showed them what Ti
gers are made of. The Tigers
clearly showed who was the
dominating factor in each of the
three games. The Tigers' clear
advantage was evident as they
pounded Nevada with precise ex
ecution.
During the first twenty min
utes of Game one the Tigers had
developed a 12-2 lead over the
Nevada team and then con
cluded the game with a 15-2 annihihtion. In the second game
between Nevada and the Tigers,
UOP came out strong again,
showing both excellent spiking
and blocking ability against
Nevada's, and their attempt to
somehow get an edge over the
Tigers. After another grueling
beating in Game two Nevada had
to cede to the Tigers once
again,15-7.
It seemed as if t h e third
match was going to be domi
nated by the University of Ne
vada, who had a 5-1 lead early
in the third game. The Tigers had
had enough at this point in the
game, and regained their earlier
composure. With an eventual 156 win, the Tigers could clearly
relish in the fact that they had
come out to play some serious
volleyball. It added to the excite
ment of the Fall Festival, which
they had truly made memorable
with their 2-0 record on Satur
day.
Elsa Stagemann said she felt
good and ready to play, and said
that, "the team played well to-

gether." Elsa also hopes that
since the team played at their
top that they will peak out.
Tracy Chambers felt relaxed and
ready to go out and have some
fun, stating, "The Tigers are do
ing well in passing and serving."
Tracy was excited by the domi
nation that the Tigers team
showed and said, "I hope that
they will continue to do well."
Coach Dunning commented
on the teamwork of his players,
"The key which kept the Women
UOP Tigers at their peak during
the Fall Festival game was that
the team did very well, working
together during the competition
and at practice to improve each
others performance." He contin
ued to say, "Reno's a good team
and has always given good
matches, and the way UOP Tigers
played on Saturday night
showed they were on top of
things."
Although the Tigers are doing
well with a record of 16-4 over
all, and 9-1 in the conference,
"there has been a big improve
ment in the last few games. This
is a very young team with seven
new players. It takes a long time
to get used to playing," said
Dunning.
Now the Tigers are ready to
go on the road and show their
stuff in their next four games.
The first one will be at U. C.
Santa Barbara and then onto Cal
Poly, Boise State, and Long Beach
State. This will be an exciting
chance for Tigers to play at their
peak level, which they have at
tained through a lot of hard
work.

SCOTT KAUl

The Tigers' prepare for the serve.
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